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THE

'04- ARIEL
THE

PUBLISHED BY
BOARD OF EDITORS
JUNIOR
CLASS

LAWRENCE
MAY,

OF THE

UNIVERSITY
1903

We dedicate this book, in which we have striven to picture student life of
of Today, to the Men and Women who were a part of the student

Lawrence

life of Lawrence of Yesterday; to the Alumni of the University.
N ot alone to those eminent among them do we dedicate it, not to those
who already ha ve their share of praise and recognition, but to all Old Grads,
whoever they are, wherever they are, whatever they may he <laing, firm in lhc
trust that they are men and women of honor, faith and hope, doing their work
with willing hands and loving hearts, true because they know Truth, faithful
because they have learned of Faith.

THE BOARD OF EDITORS.

AR.IEL BOARD OF EDITORS.

Editor-in-Chief-PAUL R. BENJAMIN.
Assistants-CALLA A. GUYLES, MAE JENKINS,
Business Manager-ALLAN L. BOYDEN.

A FOREWORD

Just a word before they reader turns the page.

We have 0Jiminated much

of the historical and statistical matter which i usually a feature of a college
annual because we believe ii would be entertaining to but few of our readers.
We have had no serious
tended lo

to amuse

It is but in-

lo say.

We can truthfully
served

!his Ariel.

Whether or 110! it fulfills its only purpose of existence, we

amuse.

can nol pretend

purpose in compiling

us,

state,

however, that the work of composition has

t he Editorial Board

For th is reason, if for no other, it

has not been wholly a futile undertaking.
Not one

of

the jokes has been set down on these pages with any feeling

of malice or with intent to cause a sting.
they did to u,-. merely

If they appeal to our readers as

as harmless incentives to laughter, we shall be more

than satisfied.

THE BOARD OF EDITORS.

1903-1904.

Examinations for the Fall Term,
Fall Term of fourteen weeks begins
Sophomore Exhibition,
Winter Vacation of two weeks begins

Winter Term of twelve weeks begins
Senior Exhibition,
Day of Prayer for Colleges,
Junior Exhibition,
Spring Vacation for one week begins -

Tuesday, September 15
Wednesday, September 16
Tuesday, December 8
Wednesday, December 23

Wednesday, January 6
Tuesday, January 26
Thursday, January 28
Tuesday, March 8
Wednesday, March 20

Spring Term of eleven weeks begins
Wednesday, April 6
Sub-Freshman Exhibition,
Saturday, June 18
Commencement Love-Feast,
Sunday, June 19
Baccalaureate Sermon,
June 19
Address before the Religious Societies, Sunday, June 19
Prize Rhetorical Exhibition,
Monday, June 20
Meeting of Joint Board of Trustees and Visitors - Tuesday, June 21
Exhibition by Musical Department,
Tuesday, June 21
Reunions of the Literary Societies,
Wednesday, June 22
- Wednesday, June 22
Reunion of the Alumni Association,
Commencement,
Thursday, June 23
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Joint Board of Trustees and Visitors.
President.
First Vice-President.
Second Vice-President.
Sec'y. and Gen. Agent.
Treas., Appleton, Wi$.

L. M. ALEXANDER,
HON. N. C. GIFFIN, A. M.,
GEO. F. PEABODY,
REV. J. S. DA VIS, D. D.,
GEORGE F. PEABODY,

TRUSTEES.

Term Expires 1903.
Appleton.
Appleton.
Racine.
Milwaukee.
Waupun.
Milwaukee.
Appleton.
Chicago, Ill
Neenah.
Menomonie.

CHARLES G. ADKINS,
REV. A. J. MEAD, B. D.,
HERBERT E. MILES, A. M.,
HON. THEOBALD OTJEN, A. M.,
E. M. BEACH,
JOHN H. VAN DYKE,
GEO. W. JONES,
*HON. W. H. MYLREA,
WILLIAM GILBERT,
HON. JAMES H. STOUT,

Term Expires 1904
REV. HENRY COLMAN, A. M., D. D.,
H.P. MAGILL,
REV. J. S. DA VIS. A. M., D. D.,
*L. J. NASH, A M.,
W. W COOPER.
JOHN McNAUGHTON,
HON. W. H. HATTON,
JAMES McKENNON,
J.E. HAMILTON,
LAMAR SEXSMITH,

Milwaukee.
La Crosse.
Appleton.
Manitowoc.
Kenosha.
Appleton.
New London
Chippewa Falls.
Two Rivers
Wausau.

Term Expires 1905
A. J. RICH,
L. M. ALEXANDER,
HON. N. C. GIFFIN, A. M.,
GEO. F. PEABODY,
HON. ISAAC STEPHENSON,
*JAMES S. REEVE, A. M., M. D.,
** ALMOND EAGER,
EDWARD EDMONDS, A. M.,
HON. E. R. HICKS, A. M.,
Z. G. SIMMONS, JR.,

Minneapolis, Minn.
Milwaukee.
Fond dn Lac.
Appleton.
Marinette.
Appleton.
Evansville.
Oconto Falls.
Oshkosh.
Kenosha.

* Alumni Trustee.
**Deceased.
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Visitors.
Term Expires 1903.
REV. ENOCli PERRY, D. D .. (Wis. Conf.) ,
WILLIAM LARSEN (Wis. Conf.) .

Milwaukee .
Green Bay .

REV. A. E. SMITH (West Wis . Conf.) ,

Delton.

REV. JOHN HAW (West Wis. Conf) ,

Hammond.

T e rm Expires 1904.
REV. JAMES CHURM, D. D . (Wis. Conf.).

Evansvill e.

REV. PERRY MILLAR, D. D . (Wis. Conf.),

Milwaukee.

REV. HENRY GOODSELL (West Wis. Conf.),La Crosse.
REV . L. W. Mc KIBBEN (West Wis. Conf.) ,

Ono.

Term Expires 1905.
REV. J. H. BENSON (West Wis. Conf.) ,

B lack River Falls.

REV. J.E. FARMER. D. D . (Wis . Conf.) ,

Ap:-il e ton.

REV. D. C. JOHN , D. D. Wis. Conf.),

Oshkosh.

REV. W. M. MARTIN. D. D . (W. Wis . Conf.) ,

Sparta.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

V. J.

REV. SAMUEL PLANTZ, Ph.D., D . D .,

RE

C. G. ADKINS,

REV. A. J. MEAD, B. D.,

S. DAVIS, D. D. ,

GEO. W . JONES,

GEO . F. PEABODY,

JAS. S . REEVE, A. M. , M. D .,

JOHN

McNAUGHTON.

REV. J . E. FARMER, D. D.

* Alumni Trus t ee.
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•

FACULTY.,..,.
SAMUEL PLANTZ, PH. D., D. D., President and Paine Memorial Professor of Ethics ancl Christian Evidences.
B. A., Lawrence University, 1880; A. M., ibid., 1883; S. T. B., Boston
University, 1883; Ph. D., Boston University, 1886; University of Berlin, 1900-1901; D. D., Albion College, 1894; Pastor, Detroit, Mich., 18861894. President, Lawrence University, 1894 to date.

CHARLES

WATSON TREAT, A. M., Vice-President

and Philetus

Sawyer

Professor of Physics.
Graduate Southern Illinois Normal University, 1884; Ph. B., DePauw
University, 1890; A. M., Ibid., 1893; Graduate student Lick Observator v. University of California. Summer 1891; Leland Stanford, Jr.
University, Summer, 1893; Chicago University, Summers. 1895 and
1897; Professor Natural Science in Napa College 1890-1894; Present
position since 1894.

HENRY LUMMIS, A. M., D.D., Professor of Greek Language and Litera-

ture.
B. A., Wesleyan University, 1855; A. M .. ibid., 1858; D. D .. Ibid .. 1887;
Professor, Newbury Seminary, 1855-6; Principal, High School, Lvnn.
Mass., 1856-60; Professor, New Hampshire Conrerence Seminary,
1860-62; Principal, Ibid., 1862-65; Professor Lasell Seminary, 1865-69;
Pastor, New England Conference, 1870-86; Present position since 1886.

DEXTER PUTNAMNICHOLSON, M. S., Alumni
History.

Professor

of Natural

B.

S., Lawrence University, 1881; M. S., ibid., 1884; Graduate student,
.Tohns Hopkins University, 1888-90; Fellow in Geology, Chicago University, 1895-6; Summer School, ibid., 1894-5 and 1895-6: Professor of
Natural Science, York College, York, Nebraska, 1883-1888; Professor
of Natural Science, High School, Fort Smith, Ark., 1890-1; Professor
of Natural History, Yankton College, Yankton, S. Dakota, 1891-2.
Present position with leave of absence in 1895-6, since 1892.

ELLSWORTH DAVlD WRIGHT,
guage and Literature.

Pll. D., Professor of the Latin Lan-

A. B., 1887, Ph. D., 1894. Cornell University; Teacher of Greek and
Latin in the Cascadilla School, Cataloguer in Cornell University
Library, 1887-1890; Fellow in Latin, Cornell University. 1892-1893; Student at Leipsic, Berlin, and in Greece, 1894-96; Instructor In Greek,
Cornell University, 1897; Professor of Latin, Lawre nce University.
since 1898.

FREEMAN ALFRED HAVIGHORST,
Memorial Professor of H
istory and

A. M., S. T. B., D. G. Orrnsbv
Political Science.

A. B .. Iowa Wesleyan University, 1889; A. M., ibid., 1892; S. T. B ..
Boston University, 1894; Chair of Greek and German. Missouri Wesleyan College, 1889-91; Graduate student In History and Economics,
University of Berlin, Germany, 1893-95; Pastorate M. E. church, Carlinville, 111 .. 1895-96; Pastorate. First M. E. Church, Springfield. Ill,
1896-97; Chair of History and Political Science, Lawrence University
since 1897.

EMANUEL GERRCHTER, RABBI, Professor

of Hebrew and German.

Classical education In Gymnasium at Lissa. Germany; Theolo;;·ica l
course at Breslau; Preacher, Kempen, Rhineland, Germany, 1863-66:
Rabbi at New York, Detroit, Mich .. Grand Rapids, Mich., 1865-80;
Professor of German at Central High School and at Ladles· Bacoa
Seminary, Grand Rapids, 1874-80: Rabbi. Milwaukee, 1880-92 ; Rabbi,
Zion Congregation, Appleton, Wis .. 1892; Lawrence University, 1894
to date.
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PERRY WILSON JENKINS, ,\. M., Professor 0£ Mathematics
tronomy, and Director of Underwood Observatory,

and As-

A. B., Miami University, 1890; A. M., Columbia University, 1900· Student University of Cincinnati, 1890-91; Instructor in Mathematics,
Sweetwater Military Academy, 1891-92; Professor of Mathematics,
Amity College, 1892-95; Professor of Mathematics and Astronomy.
Simpson College, 1895-99; Student, Chicago University, 1895, Summer
Quarter; Student, Columbia University, 1899-1900; Present position,
1900.

JOHN HERBERT FARLEY, A.

M.,

Assistant Professor of Philosophy.

Ph. B., Lawrence University, 1896; Graduate student, Ibid., 1897-98; A.
M., ibid., 1898; Graduate Student in Philosophy, Harvard University,
1898-99; Fellow In Philosophy, Harvard University. 1899-1900. Present
position, 1901.

LAURA LEE, lnsiructor in Elocution and Physical Culture.
Graduate Cumnock School of Oratory, 1900; Graduate student on
scholarship same 1900-01. Present position, 1901.

WILLIAM WATKIN WILLIAMS, M. S., Director School of Commerce
and Professor of Commercial Science.
B. S., Lawrence University, 1895; M. S., Wisconsin University, 1900;
Principal of Algoma High School, 1895-96· County Superintendent of
Schools, Kewaunee county, 1896; Principal of Viroqua High School,
1897-99; Student Wisconsin University, 1899-00; Principal of University Business College, Madison, 1900-01; Present position, 1901.

JOHN SILVESTER, Director of' Musical Department, Professor of Pianoforte, Organ, H armonv.
Graduate of "The Tonic Sol Fa College of Music," London, England;
Studied with Wilhelm Kuhe and Ernst Pauer, London, Sir F. A.
Gore Ouseley, Oxford University, and Dr. Hans von Bulow, Berlin.
Present position, 1886.

JOHN WILSON DODGE, Professor of Voice Culture.
Graduate of "The Normal Conservatory of Music," Ypsilanti, Mich.;
Studied with Signor Tomassi, New York City; Sbrlgla and Bouhey,
Paris, and Wm. Shakespeare, London. England; For two years Professor of Voice Culture, Hillsdale College, Mich.

MAY HEWS DODGE, Instructor of Violin.
Studied at Oberlin Conservatory of Music, Oberlin, Ohio, under Professor Doolittle; Four years Instructor of Violin at Hillsdale College,
Mich.

CHARLES BRUNOVER,Instructor of Mandolin.
Studied with Professor Frank Lietz.

MRS. ELSIE

BUCKBOTTENSEK, Instructor

in Drawing and Painting.

Studied with Selina Clark, Professor Lydston, the Misses Dodge,
and Mrs. Frackelton.

ALBERT EDWARD DAWSON, M. Accts., Principal Commercial Department.
Diploma Greer College, 1893; M. Acct's .. Gem City Business College,
Quincy, Ill., 1899; Principal of Commercial Department Metropolitan
Business College, Buffalo, May, 1900; Principal of Commercial Department Epworth Seminary. Epworth, Iowa, 1901; Present position,
1902.

ZEL1A ANN SMITH, M. S., Librarian.
ANDREW P. ANDERSON,

Ph. B., Registrar.
13
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New Faculty Members
• • •
LEWIS A./ YOUTZ, 1l. S., Ph. D., Robert McMillan

Professor of Chemistry.

B. S., Simpson College, 1890; M. S., Ibid., 1893; Student Harvard University, 1893; Ph. D., Columbia University, 1902; Associate Professor
of Natural Science, Simpson College, 1893-99; Professor of Natural
Science, Montana Wesleyan University, 1899-1900; Student Columbia
University, 1900-02; Professor Chemistry Lawrence University, 1902.

N. DWIGHT HARRIS, Ph. D

Professor Modern European History.

Ph. B., Yale University. 1895; Ph. D .. University of Chicago, 1901;
Graduate Student In History and Political :Science, Berlin and Leipzig Universities, 1897-98; University of Chicago, 1895-97, 1899-1901; Instructor In History at Northwestern University, 1898-99; Traveling
and Study, 1901-02; Rome and Paris. Present position, 1902.

EDWARD STRONG

MERRILL, .\. B., Instructor in Latin and Physical

Director.
A. B., Beloit College, 1902.

CAROLINE
ELIZABETH DE GREENE,P h. B., Preceptress and Instructor in German and French.
Ph. B., Earlham College, 1893; Teacher City Schools, Muncie, Ind.,
and In Washington Academy, 1893-98; Student, University Berlin,
University Marburg, "Ferlen Kursus fllr Auslaender," Jena and In
Paris, 1898-1900; Graduate School, University of Michigan, 1900-1901;
Instructor In German and French State Normal College, Ypsilanti,
Mich., 1901-02. Present position since 1902.

EMMA KATE CO RKH IL L, A. M ., Ph. D., Edwards-Alexander
English Literature.

Professor of

A. B .. Iowa Wesleyan University, 1889; A. M., Ibid., 1893; Ph. D., Boston University, 1893; Professor of English Literature, Simpson College, 1896-1902; Present position since 1902.

.
.
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SENIOR CLASS~
Colors--Old Gold and Royal Purple.

Y ELL :

B -Z lm-B -Zam
B -Z l m -Zam -Z ee
V ars ity, Varsi t y

1903 !

OFFICERS.
President-ARTHUR HANSEN .
Vice-P resident-LA WR ENCE A . WILSON.
Secretary- DA I SY ROGERS.
Treasurer- MAB EL F. WO LTER .
Marshals- EFFI E COLLI E R AND T l RZ A DINSDALE.

Ancient Classical.
LAURA LUMMIS, Appleton.
GRACE ATKINSON, Bayfield .
w AR REN STEVENS, Kenosha .
LAVERN BROOKS, Bloomington.
EDITH MILDRED CROWE, Winnecon n e .
MILLIE MAY W AMBOLD, Appleton.

Modern Classical.
ARTHUR H ANSEN, Franksville.
RUPERT PERCY HUTTON, East Troy.
MABEL POTTER, Wa u pun.
DAISY PEARL R OGERS, A ppleton.
MABEL GRACE ROGERS,
Appleton.
BERNICE WARNER, Janesville.
LAWRENCE ALBERT WILSON, R ipon.
MABEL FLORENCE WOLTER, Appleton.
WILLIAM BERT YOUNG, Ashl and.

THEOPHIL ALBERT, Appleton .
EvA VIOLA AMES, Appleton.
MINNIE MARIE BILTRR, Appleton.
JOSEPH GRANGER BRANT, Allen Grove .
FRANCIS HENRY BRIGHAM, Berlin .
ALFRED CHRISTENSEN, Oshkosh.
CHARLES FLETCHER COLE, Wittenberg.
WILLIAM BENJAMIN DANIELS, Appleton.
TIRZA ANN DINSDALE, Appleton.

Scientific.
EFFIE LILLIAN COLLIER, Appleton.
ALBERT SIEKMAN, Appleton.

MARTHA LAYER, Omaha, Neb.
OLA GRACE WARD, Kokomo, Ind.
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JUNIOR CLASS.
Col or s-R ed and White.

VE LL:

Boom- a- lack a
Boom- a- lacka
Bis-Boom-Bah
04- 04
Rah! Rah ! Rah !

Officers.

President-RAY KETCHUM.
Vice-President-GEOR GE E. ATKINSON.
Secretary-CALLA A . GUYLES .
Treasurer- GRACE POTTER.

Ancient Classical.
FREDERIC THOMAS BENNETT,

JOSEPH H E NRY CHATTERSON,

PAUL RENSIS BENJAMIN,

ATHOL EWART R OLLINS,

SAMUEL JONES TINK .

Modern Classical.
ADOLF ALBERT,

HERMAN BERNHARD KNUDSON,

ALBERTA EUNICE AMES,

MATTIE LAYER,

JESSIE ARMS,

JOSEPH MARTIN,

AMY MAY APLIN,

STELLA ALIDA MICHELSTETTER,

GEORGE EDWARD ATKINSON,

FRANCES MARIAN NIMITS,

GRACE ALICE BENNETT,

HERBERT PECK,

ALLAN LESLIE B OYDEN,

GRACE ELIZABETH POTTER,

INEZ BELLE Fox,

SARAH GAMSON SILVESTER,

GuY GooDSELL,

MARY GENEVIEVE SouTHER,

CALLA ARATHUSA GUYLES,
MAY EMELINE JENKINS,

EDITH LAURA WHITE,

RAY NEWTON KETCHUM,

BEATRICE ANNE ZIMMERMAN.

Scientific.
FRANK NICHOLSON D uCRAY,

BLANCHE RACINE,
J OHN WAKEMAN T URNER,

NEL LIE R OGERS,

GEORGE P ETER WHITE.

ALBERT CARL SIEKMAN'
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1Jn .memoriam
Joseph WesleyHammond, '60.
Died Nov. 7, 1902.

Howard Winslow Tilton,'75.
Died June

18, 1902.

Edward HallAplin, '80.
Died Jan.

9, 1903.

Allen HainesJames, '97.
Died March24,

1903.

SOPHOMORE CLASS.
Colors - Black and Orange.
YELL!

M - D - C- C- C- C- V.

Sophomore-Sophomore
Don't you see I

Officers.
President-O R OMEL BIGELOW.
Vice- P resident- MA Y VAUGHN.
Treasu r er- GEO R GE W.

F RY .

Secretary- S T ELLA GOODENOW.
Ma r s h a l -LU W E N S. R OACH.

Ancient Classical.
ARTHUR SWETLAND FLUNO,

LILLIAN DELANO McNEEL,
MAY VAUGHN.

EDDY FORD,

Modern Classical.
CHARLES MELBY,

OLIVE A LLEN BEMIS,
0ROMEL BIGELOW,

WILLIAM MCGILLIVRAY.
STELLA EMILY N UZUM,

ESTELLE ELEANOR BLACK,
FLORENCE ETHELYN BOUNDS,

THEDA MARGARET P ATTEN,

M AR TINA CLEVELAND,
D AVID CLAIRE DECKER,

HELEN MARY ROBERTS,
GEORGE ALEXANDER R ASM USSE:-t ,

GEORGE WASHINGTON FRY,
J AMES GALVIN.

WINNIE VIC1'0RIA SCHMOYER,

LILLIE JOSEPHINE GILBERTSON,
STELLA BELLE GOODENOW,
M ARTHA MAY HANSIS,

MILDRED EMILY SCHNEIDER ,
WILLIAM HENRY SPAULDING,
WILLIAM STERNS,
Guy TASKER,

MINA MABEL HOOTON,

ANNA ELSINE T HORLACIOUS,

ETHEL MAY JOLLIFFE,
LEONA LAMPERT,
BEN MARKS,

HELEN WIGGINS ,
ANNA EVALYN WILSON,
RHODA ALICE WIRTH,

HELEN ADELE LETOURNEAUX.

Scientific.
ALMA MABEL DICKI NSON,

LYDA GRACE MOYLE,

ELVA LOUISE FI, UNO,
* E VE RETT DUI LE Y HUMPHREY,
LAWRENCE CHRISTIAN JOH N SON,
CHARLES KARNOP P ,
Ross MILLER,

*Deceased.

WILHELMINAAMELIA NITZEL,
JAMES HENRY PAUL,
LUMAN SAMUEL ROACH ,
EDWARD PENN SMITH,
H ENRY WYMAN.
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FRESHMAN CLASS.
Colors-Maroon and Gold.

YELL:

Re- Rah- Re- Rah
Re- Rah -Rix
We're the Class of I906 !

OFFICERS.
President- CL A UDE PARIS.
Vice-President-MABLE WHITE.
Secretary-MARTHA IRISH.
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ANCIENT CLASSICAL.
MARY ALICE DAVIS,
VERA REGINA THO MPSON,
RUTH FRANCES D \ VIS.
VIDA IRENE THOMPSON,
BLYTHE GARNETT,
KATE EVALYN TO LL.

MODERN CLASSICAL.

GLENN ADAMS,
ANDREW LADD,
LYDlA ALBERT,
L AURA LAWSO ,
HATTIE LOUISE ARTHUR,
OLIVE McDONALD,
LUCY BELLE BIGLOW,
IVA MABE LLE MOORE,
FLORENCE MURCH,
EDWARD WILLIAM BLAKEMAN,
CHARLES FRED BOETTCHER,
CATHERINE MURE R,
KATHERINE LOUISE CHASE,
EDWIN LULING NASH,
SABRA DETLOR,
VERNA PARDEE,
OLIVE RICHARDSON,
IDA DINSDALE,
JOHN DINSDALE,
ROL LA DONALD SHOWALTER,
JOHN HOWE DUFUR,
EMMA SNYDER,
BERNICE STEFFEN,
MABEL WILDER DUNHAM,
ETHEL ISABELLA GODWIN,
BLANCHE TANNER,
GENEVIEVE LULU HARRIS, IRENE TAYLOR,
MYRTLE HART,
GRACE TEMBY ,
RUTH HARWOOD,
ALMA VATER,
CARL JOHN WATERMAN,
EDWARD HEISLER,
RALEIGH WESCOTT,
CHARLES HERSCHLED,
MABLE WHITE,
WINNIFRED AGNES HOOTON,
MAY WILSON,
MARTHA IRISH,
MAY KANOUSE,
KENELM ROGERS WINSLOW,
MABEL KUEHMS'l'ED,
FLORENCE WOOD.

SCIENTIFIC.

ALICE BERWYN ACKERMAN .
MARIE DAISY LATSHAW ,
ROGER ADAMS,
CHARLES RICHARD MANN,
CHESTER ALLING.
JESSIE ALICE MATHEWS,
ALVA GILMAN AUSTIN,
MARY McRAE,
GEORGE BARBER,
OSCAR EUGENE MERRILL,
JOHN B l RNES, Jr.,
JAMES O'MELIA,
KATHERl:-IE BUCKL AND,
CLAUDE MONROE PARIS,
VIRGIL CHARLES BUELL,
CHRISTOPHER HOSKINS PIPHER,
ALBERT SMITH CALKINS, JAMES COLB RN RATHBONE,
MARGARET REYNOLDS,
GEORGIE CHAVE,
ANDREW DJEBAROFF,
WILLIAM EBERT SAWYER,
OLIVE SAYLOR,
ANNA E\RNBECK,
LYDIA FROEMMING, ALICE SCIIAUB,
BLANCHE MIGNON GIBSON,
JACOB AUGUST SCHNELLER,
JOHN WALTER HARRIS,
ADELE MARIAN ULLMAN
WILLIAM ORTON HARRlMA N,
ADA WILKIE,
MARY JAMES,
LYNDON WILSON,
CHARLES WINGENDER,
GEORGE FRANCIS JOLLIFFE,
ALYSSE JONES,
ROBERT WOLTER,
CHESTER ARTHUR WY MAN.
ANDREW YOUNG.
EDGARFRED KELLOGG,
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Special Students.
Florence McLaren,
William Clifford Arons,
J. H. Paul,
Adda Beal,
Marie Petersen,
Elizabeth Blumenkranz,
Aaron Putney,
Cora Bomier,
Annette Buchanan,
Blanche Racine,
Katherine Buckland,
Marie Raymond,
Harry Reynolds,
Annie Crane,
Ira Reynolds,
Stephen Roger Davis,
Jennie Donovan,
Eva Sarah Richmond,
Edith Rowell,
Kate Lois Du Fur,
Frank N. Du Cary,
Ray Crowell Sanborn,
Mrs. F. N. Du Cary,
Fred Scholz,
Will F. Fadner,
George Ezra Sch1afer,
Tillie Feinan,
Edwi.n Willard Shannon,
James Smith,
C. J. Felio,
William D. Fuller,
Pearl Smith,
Chael Orbison Gochnauer,
Orville Stevens,
Grace Harri man,
Bessie Belle Taylor,
W. J. Tesch,
Sadie Harriman,
Verne Thompson,
Maude Hill,
Harriet Rebecca Ward,
Gladdis Hyde,
John Williams,
Otto Lay,
George Winkley,
Sara Ellen Mac Namee,
Mamie Mc Cared,
Lulu Wyman.

31

ACADEMY.
SENIOR CLASS.
Herschel Adams,
Wilfrid Hewson,
Etna Aylesworth,
Elida Hoisington,
Louis Baker,
Lydia Kopplin,
Frances Brayton,
Burke Lawton,
George Harry Butler,
Floyd Marstc,n,
Edith Carrier,
Nellie May Masters,
Irwin Washington Church,
Katherine West Miug,
Ballard Clark,
Roy Palmer,
Jerome Henry Coe,
Harry Perry,
Charles Henry Sanders,
Chester Felio,
Elmore Fox,
Winifred Showalter,
James Alexander Stimson.
Belva Hatch,
Guy Warner,

MIDDLE CLASS.
Adellon Andrus,
Kathryn Bradish,
Adelaide Brown,
Walter Lowrie Conkey,
Andrew Denoyer,
Margien Denoyer,
James Dinsdale,
Louis Galland,
Edna Hubbard,
Ernest Ingold,
Lorenz Knutzen,
Roy Lewis,
Jean MacCnrdy,
Ralph McComb,

Nita Michelstetter,
Charles Alva Moshier,
Thomas Eugene Orbison,
Eleanor Maud Palmer,
Arthur John Roesch,
Margaret Schlafer,
Marie Slack,
Carol Mary Smart,
Harrison Albert Smith ,
Blaine Garfield Stewart,
Elsie Tifft,
Velma Vinal,
Lizzie Warner,
Benjamin Ziegahn.
Luella Zonne,

JUNIOR CLASS.
Mildred Viola Ealdwin,
Jay Beal,
Fern Briggs,
Joe Burns,
Herbert Carmichael,
William Cox,
Charles James DeLand,
Edward Charles Eick,
Roger Franklin,
Anna Harwood,
George Heisler,
George Hopkins,
Melinda House,
George Hubbard ,
Daisy Thompson Ingold,

David Chilson Johnson,
Harry Dare Mason,
Joseph Davis Morris,
Bernice Olmsted,
Carl Raymond Olson,
Richard Alexander Patterson,
Wilson Shaler Patterson,
Ralph Pedley,
Lulu Reynolds,
Alfred Smith,
Bessie Stimson,
Joe Stimson,
Charles Wambold,
Annette Weisenborn,
Ethel Wood.
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Conservatory
OF

Music.
FACULTY.
JOHN SILVESTER,
Director, Pro.fessor of Pian o.forte, Organ, Harmony.

JOHN WILSON DODGE,
Professor o_/ Vocal Music.

MAY HEWS DODGE,
Instructor on Violin.

CHARLES BRUNOVER,
Instructor on Mandolin.
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Music and Art Students.
Alice Ackerman,
Will Cornell,
Olive Airhart,
Ethel Coulter,
Adellon D. Andrus,
George Crandall,
Amy Aplin,
Ethel Crowe,
Nettie Artis,
Beth Davis,
Richard Davis,
Otto Bahling,
Sabra Detlor,
Mildred Baldwin,
Alma Dickinson,
Mary Banta,
Marie Dillon,
Elsie Barrett,
Miss Doty,
William Beardsmore,
Mrs. Bennett,
Carl Dreu tzer,
Lucy Biglow,
Josie Driscoll,
Lulu S. Blissett,
Mrs. F. N. DuCray,
Charles Boettcher,
Elsie Dunlap,
Elinor Dunn,
Alice Bogan,
Allen Boyden,
Laura D. Dunn,
Fred Dutton,
May Boyle,
Will Easson,
Emma Bramer,
Jennie Ehrgott,
Adelaide Brown,
Annette Buchanan,
Adele Evans,
George Butler,
Ray Fadner,
Miss Burtin,
Chester J. Felio,
Mrs. J. D. Callahan,
H. W. Fisk,
Edna Cameron,
Lydia Froemming,
Catherine Chenevert,
Blanche Gibson.
John Clausen,
Nina Gochnauer,
Mildred Coffiin,
Ethel Godwin,
Lowrie Conkey,
Calla Guyles,
Kate Corkhill,
Winifred Godshall,
Harold Cornell,
Miss Hale,
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Music and A rt Students.
Louis Leidiger,
Rush Halliday,
Roy Lewis,
Nellie Hansen,
George Linder,
Grace Harriman,
Sadie Harriman,
Mrs. H. L. Lipert,
Mrs. E. Harison,
Anthony Lodaro,
Bert Harwood,
Frank Lodaro,
E. Harwood,
Florence Lyman,
Mrs. Edna Heideman,
Charles Mann,
Benno Hetel,
Clance Markle,
Maude Hill,
Ben Marks,
Roxy Horkman,
Charles Marks,
Mina Hooton,
Ralph McAver,
Guy Horn,
Roy McCabe,
John Hunziker,
Ralph McComb,
R. Percy Hutton,
Violet McGroth,
May Jenki.ns,
Florence McLaren,
Constance Johnson,
Sara McNamee,
Wilbur Kalinke,
Mary McRae,
May Kanouse,
Charles Melby,
Roy Keehn,
Josie Merritt,
Fred Kendall,
Nita Michelstetter,
Ida Kissel,
Stella Michelstetter,
Mrs. Knutzen,
Beth Miller,
Benjamin Kraemer,
Cora Miller,
Veirgie Kraemer,
Dick Montgomery,
Leon Krahn,
Catherine Moulding,
Arthur Kubitz,
Clara Moyle,
Fred Kuhrmann,
Meda Newbecker,
Alice Lang,
Frances Nimits,
Marie Latshaw,
Nellie Ober,
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Mrs. J. H. Paul,
Cephas Smith,
Nora Peterson,
Dorsey Smith,
Lee Smith,
Elsie Plantz,
Madge Poland,
Pearl Smith,
Charles Pride,
Alva Smolk,
Marie Raymond,
Grace Snyder,
Alice Reynolds,
Bernice Steffen,
Ira Reynolds,
Samuel Steward,
Margaret Reynolds,
Harry Stoffels,
Eva Richmond,
Frances Taylor,
Howard Richmond,
Grace Temby,
George Rassmussen,
Anna Thorlacius,
Mrs. Titus,
Luman Roach,
Adele Ullman,
Daisy Rogers,
Dollie VanStratten,
Lillian Rogers,
Nina Wallen,
Mabel Rogers,
Grace White,
Athol Rollins,
Anna Williams,
Edith Rowell,
Jonn Williams,
Lulu Runkel,
Lawrence Wilson,
Winifred Russell,
May Wilson,
Cloy Rutherford,
Alvin Zuehlke.
William Ryan,
Tom Sanderson,
Winnie Schmoyer,
Harry Sdhommer,
Viola Sherry,
Lucy Silree,
Albert Siekman,
Sarah Silvester,
Marie Slack,
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EDWARD S. MERRILL.

Lawrence

University Athletic Association.
OFFICERS.

President-GEORGE E. ATKINSON.
Vice President-RAY N. KETCHUM.
Secretary-JOSEPH H. MARTIN.
Treasurer-GEORGE A. RASSMUSSEN.

Members of Board of Control.
GEORGE E. ATKINSON,

GEORGE A. RASSMUSSEN,

JOSEPH H. MARTIN,

C. H. PIPHER,

RAY N. KETCHUM,

C. W. TREAT,

HERMAN KNUDSON.
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"CAPTAINS COURAGEOUS."

NORTHEASTERN

Interscholastic Meets
BOARD OF MANAGERS.
Professor P. W . Jenkins.

Professor E. S. Merrill.

Allan L. Boyden.

George Rasmussen.

R.esult of '01 Meet.
First-WAUSAU HIGH SCHOOL.

Total of 36 points.

Secon d-OSHKOSH HIGH SCHOOL.

Total of 21 points.

R.esult of '02 Meet.
First-MARINETTE HIGH SCHOOL.
Second-APPLETON HIGH SCHOOL.

Total of 39 points.
Total of 26 points.

R.esult of '03 Meet.
First-WAUSAU HIGH SCHOOL. Tot al of 27 points.
Second-KAUKAUNA HIGH SCHOOL. T otal of 21 points.
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Foot Ball Squad '02.
FRANK DuCRAY, Captain.
RAY KETCHUM, Manager.

SORENSON,

GOCHNAUER,

BOYDEN,

DAVIS,
KARNOPP,

PIERCE,

SCHNIEDER,

HANSEN,

WOLTER,

SPAULDING,
PECK,

COLE,

JOLLIFFE,

ROESCH,

PARIS,

BRANT,
CHURCH,

PORTER.

SCHEDULE OF GAMES.
September 27-Wisconsin 11; Lawrence 0.
October 4--0sbkosh 6; Lawrence 17.
October 11- Wisconsin 52; Lawrence O.
October 18- Stevens Point O; La wrcnce 65.
October 25- Marquette O; Lawrence 10.
November 8-Beloit O; Lawrence 24.
November 15-Lake Forest 5; Lawrence 16.
November 22- 0sbkosh 5; Lawrence 12.
November 27- Ripon 6; Lawrence 11.
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Girls' Basket Ball Tearn.

JOLLIFFE.

DUFER.

SCHMOYER.
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BLACK ,

ScEINElDER.

Track and Field Team.

ADAMS
SPAULDING
WOLTER

ANDRUS

SUNDERLAND

PARIS
INGOLD

ROACH
PETERSON
WILSON

HANSEN

PORTER
KARNOPP

COX

PATZER

GOCHNAUER

DUFUR

DJEBAROFF
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Lawrence Athletic Records.
50 Yard Dash, 1900,
100 Yard Dash, 1895,
220 Yard Dash, 1895,
440 Yard Dash, 1895,
880 Yard Run, 1900,
1 Mile Run, 1896,
2 Mile Run, 1902,
1 Mile Bicycle, 1900,
120 Yard Hurdle, 1902,

Hall, 53 sec.
Merrill, 9 4/5
sec.
Merrill, 23 1/5
sec.
Babcock, 53 sec.
Hansen, 2 min. 5 sec.
Voss, 4 min. 48 sec.
Wilson, 10 min. 42 3/5sec.
Melby, 2 miu. 26 2/5sec.
Andrus, 17 2/5
sec.
Andrus, 27 sec.
Grant, S ft. 6 in.
Grant, 21 ft. 9 in.
Smith, 10 ft.
Joliffe, 101 fc. 9 in.
Wescott, 35 ft. 6 in.
paulding, 97 ft. Sin.

220 Yard Hurdle, 1902,
High Jump, 1900,
Broad Jump, 1900,
Pole Vault, 1901,
Hammer Throw, 1896,
Shot Put 1898,
Discus Throw, 1902,

WEARERSOf THE "L."
GOCHNAUER,

ANDRUS,

CHURCH,

COLE,
KARNOPP,

SCHNEIDER,
PIERCE,

MELBY,

PARIS,

ROESCH,
SPAULDING,

WOLTER,

SORENSEN,

BOYDEN,
WILSON,
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Base Ball Candidates.
RAYMOND REED,

WARD PORTER,
ELMER FOX,

W AKEL IN McNEEL,

JAMES O'MELIA,

GUY WARNER,

C. H. PIPHER,

OTTO LAY,

CHAS. COLE,

CHAS. WINGENDER,

OROMEL BIGELOW,

ROSS MILLER,

I. W. CHURCH,

CLAUDE PARIS,

ARTHUR HENDRICKS,

GEORGE BARBER.

so

Club.

Cross Country

MEMBERS.
L. A. WILSON, Captain.

E. T. INGOLD, Manager.

J. H. COE

J. BUTLER

A. DJEBAROFF

W. L. CONKEY

B. MARKS

J. GALVIN

L. F. WI L SON

G. WARNER

G. B A RBER

C.A. WYMAN
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Third An11ual Pentathlon

•••
FRESHMAN TEAM.
1796 1/2Points.

JOLLIFFE, Manager.
Wolter,

Dufur,
Adams,

Reynolds,
Sunderland.

SOPHOMORE TEAM.
1785 3/4Points.

DECKER, Manager.
Bigelow,

Karnopp,
Spaulding,

Roach,
Gochnauer.
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FRESHMAN TEAM

SOPHOMORE TEAM .

The Lawrentian.
Published bi-monthly by the Lawrence University

Business Manager,

ANDREW

Assistant,

W.

B.

Paper Association

..

P. ANDERSON.

YOUNG.

Editorial Staffs:
FALL AND WINTER TERMS.
Editor-in-Chief,
Assistant, -

EDITH WHITE
JOSEPH

Literary Editor,
Local Editor,

H.

MARTIN

MARTHA LAYER
LILLTAN MCNEEL

Athletic Editor,

LAWRENCE A

Art Editor,

WILSON

WAR REN STEVENS

SPRING TERM.
Editor-in-Chief,

JOSEPH

Literary Editor,

H.

MARTIN

STELLA NUZUM

Local Editor,
Athletic Editor,

LILLIAN MCNEEL
GEORGE ATKINSON

Art Editor,

ERNEST INGOLD
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Lawrence University Paper Association.
Composed of Members Elected by the Five Literary Societies.

A. L. BOYDEN,
H. M. PECK,
L. A. WILSON,
GEORGE W. FRY,

.

.

EDDY L. FORD,
J. H. MARTIN,
ARTHUR HANSEN,
R. P. HUTTON,

OLA WARD,
GEORGE P. WHITE,
EFFIE COLLIER,
MAY VAUGHN,
CALLA A. GUYLES,
MAY JENKINS,
BEATRICE ZCMMERMAN,
MARTHA LA YER.

.

The Lawrence University Bulletin.
Published Quarterly.

Dr. Samuel Plautz, Editor.

Devoted to the Interests of the University.
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the Knocking Ishmaelite
CLAUDE D. COLE, Managing Editor.
JAMES L. DAFTER, Night City Editor.

First edition published on the morning of Tuesday,
June 21, 1902. Subsequent editions suppressed by legal process.
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Members of Phoenix.
JOHN DINSDALE,

LAWRENCE JOHNSON,

J. W. HARRIS,

ELMORE FOX,

BENJ. MARKS,

J. B. GARNETT,

LA VERN BROOKS,

ORMEL BIGELOW,

ALLAN BOYDEN,

RALEIGH WESCOTT,

GEORGE JOLLIFFE,
0. H. SAYLOR,

J. H. COE,
C. G. ALLING,
H. M. PECK,

CLARE DECKER,
GEO. W. FRY,

CHAS. WINGENDER,

HERMAN KNUDSON,

A. J. LADD,

J. W. CHURCH,

ATHOL ROLLINS,

CHESTER MILLER,

ROGER ADAMS,

A. D. ANDRUS,

L. F. WILSON,

L.A. WILSON,

CHAS. COLE,

JAMES O'MELIA,

KENELM WINSLOW,

ROBERT WOLTERS,

W. H. SPAULDING,
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WINNERS OF LOCAL ORATORICAL CONTEST.

ALBERT

SIEKMAN.

R. PERCY

HUTTON .

Members of Philalathean.
ARTHUR HANSEN,

WILLIAM DANIELS,

PERCY HUTTON,

THEOPHIL ALBERT

JOSEPH BRANT,

FRANCIS BRIGHAM,

ALFRED CHRISTENSON,
FRANK DuCRA Y,

BERT YOUNG,
HENRY CHATTERSON,

GEORGE ATKINSON,

RAY KETCHUM,

GUY GOODSELL,
JOHN TURNER,

ADOLF ALBERT,
GEORGE RASMUSSEN,

JOSEPH MARTIN,

EDDY FORD,
JAMES GALVIN,

CHARLES MELBY,

WILLIAM STEARNS,

CHRISTOPHER PIPHER,

CHARLES KARNOPP,

CARL WATERMAN,
EDWARD BLAKEMAN,

JAMES SMITH,

CHARLES MANN,

ARTHUR FLUNO,

GUY TASKER,

ROSS MILLER,

EDGAR KELLOGG,

WILLIAM HARRIMAN,

ARTHUR ROESCH,

IRA REYNOLDS,

HERSCHEL ADAMS,
VIRGIL BUELL,

ROBERT HATCH,

*EVERETT D. HUMPHREY,

JAMES RATHBONE,

WILLIAM SAWYER,

ELBERT STRIDDE,
GEORGE BARBER,

GLEN ADAMS,
CHARLES HERSCHLEB,

GEORGE BUTLER,

OTTO LAY,

WILFRED HEWSON,

ARTHUR RODERMUND,

FRED PETERSON,

WARD PORTER.

*Deceased.
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Philalathean
Semi-C entennial.
Institutions of whatever kind are marked by individual characteristics. This fact is especially true of colleges. The founding of Lawrence University and of the Ampliction Literary Society were almost
simultaneous. In January, 1853, the constitution of this society
underwent some changes and it was christened the Philalathean Literary
Society, now the oldest organization of its kind in Wisconsin. For
half a century it has been a potent factor in shaping the tives and
destinies of hundreds of Lawrence students.
In scholarship, debating and oratory this society has maintained a
high standard of excellence, more than a proportionate share of college
honors having been won by its members. In athletics, Philalatheans
have been prominent, and in the absence of fraternities, members
found in the society han a home and social center.
On Friday, January 23, 1903, Philalathean Society celebrated its
semi-centennial. College classes were suspended in the afternoon and
an address on "Qualities Which Bring Success" was delivered by the
Rev. Perry Millar, '82, before the student body assembled in the chapel.
At the close of the address a reunion of Philalatheans was held in the
society hall, where congratulatory telegrams and letters from Philals
now scattered to all corners of the world were read and reminiscences
indulged in.
In the evening one hundred and twenty five guests partook of a
banquet laid in the parlors of the Methodist church. Anton Hattiested, '97, presided as toastmaster and toasts were responded to as
follows: Surplus Energy, ed Roney, '95 ; Eminent Philals, C. Gurnee
Fellows, '83; Our Athena Sisters, Benjamin Babcock, '97; The Society's Influence in University Life, President Samuel Plantz, '80;
Philalathean Ideals, C. H. Pipher.

~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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I

f

Members of Demosthenian.

L. S. ROACH,
G. WARNER,
E. T. INGOLD,
H. MASON,

w. cox,
R. PALMER,
A. J. DENOYER,
L. GALLAND,
C. WYMAN,
J. HUBBARD,
E. P. SMITH,
R. McCOMB,

R. PEDLEY
L. CONKEY,
R. LEWIS,
A. SMITH,
H. GRAVES,
J. BEAL.
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Members of Athena.
ANNA THORLACIOUS,

EDITH WHITE,

MABEL WHITE,

FRANCES NIMITS,

EVA AMES,

ALBERTA AMES,

MARTHA IRISH,

MABEL POTTER,

GENEVIEVE SOUTHER,

GRACE POTTER,

BELVA HATCH,

KATHARINE CHASE,

MINA HOOTON,

WINNIE HOOTON,

NELLIE HANSEN,

LYDIA MOYLE,

CLARA MOYLE,

OLIVE AIRHART,

MARY HANSIS,

OLA WARD,

EFFIE COLLIER,

HARRIET WARD,

ESTELLE BLACK,

MAY WILSON,

ADA WILKE,

MAY VAUGHAN,

GRACE ATKINSON,

MARIE RAYMOND,

ALLIE LAMMEL,

OLIVE BEMIS,

GRACE BENNETT,

OLIVE RICHARDSON ,

WINNIE SCHMOYER,

KATE DUFUR,

LUCY BIGELOW,

MARGINE DENOYER,

LULU WYMAN,

EDNA HUBBARD,

ETN A A YELSWORTH,

ELVA FLUNO,

THEDA PATTON,

ELMA SNYDER,

WILMA NITZEL,

MARGARET SCHLAFER,

MlLDRED SCHNEIDER,

LAURA LAWSON,

IVA MOORE,

MAY KANOUSE,

ADELLE ULLMAN,

GRACE HARRIMAN,

ELEANOR MILLER,
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LULU

REYNOLDS.

Members of 1'awrean.
Jessie A rms,
Elsie Barrett,
Florence Bounds.
Kittie Buckland,
Ethel Crowe,
Mary Davis,
Ruth Davis,
Sabra Dettor,
Alma Dickenson,
Tirza Dinsdale,
Ida Dinsdale,
Olive McDonald,
Mabel 1 unham,
Edna Cameron,
Alice Acerman,
Mildred Baldwin,
Adele Evans,
Ina Fox,
Lydia Froemming,
Stella Goodenow,
Lillie Gilbertson,
Calla Guylcs,
Ethel Godwin,
Maud Hill,
Genevieve Harris ,
Ruth Harwood,
May Jenkins,
Alice Jones,
Mary James,
Ethel Jolliffe,
Mabel Kuehmsted,
Mattie Layer,
Adele LeTourncaux.

¥

Laura Lummis,
Marie Latshaw,
Lillian McNeel,
Florence McLaren,
Florence Murch,
Mary McRae,
Jessie Mathews,
Katherine Ming,
Stella Michelstetter,
Nita Michelstetter,
Stella Nuzum,
Nellie Ober,
Marie Peterson,
Helen Roberts,
Daisy Rogers,
Mable Rogers,
Nellie Rogers,
Edith Rowell,
Eva Richmond,
Pearl Smith,
Mabel Sackett,
Sarah Silvester,
Alice Shaub,
Bernice Steffen,
Elsie Tift,
Alma Vater,
Ilernice Warner,
Anna Wilson,
Millie Wambold,
Mayme Whitman,
Mabel Wolter,
Florence Wood,
Rhoda Werth,

Beatrice Zimmerman.
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~ORGANIZATIONS~

Young Men's Christian Association.
The position held by Lawrence University among the colleges of the •niddle
west is maintained largely through its high moral standard.

Since 1877 a strong

Young Men's Christian Association has been maintained, by which men are trained
in various lines of christian activity.
The Young Men's Christian Association seeks to develop in social, athletic,
and study circles alike that noble type of manhood essential to success in every
walk of life .
Four courses in daily Bible Study are offered:
First year-Life of Christ.
Second year--Personal Workers.
Third year- Life and Epistles of St. Paul.
Fourth year-Old Testament Characters.
The study of Foreign Missions is one of the important factors in the educational department of the Association. The following courses are given:
First year-Biographical Missions.
Second year-History of Medical Missions.
Third year-History of Church Extension.
Fourth year- Geography and Atlas of Missions.
These classes are taught by student volunteers and other enthusiastic
Christian workers.
The regular Association Prayer Meeting is held every Sunday at 6:30 p. m.
Many men have been greatly strengthened in the Christian life by this friendly
contact with a large band of fellow workers who assemble for mutual aid from
time to time.
New students are met at trains by committees appointed by the Young Men's
Christian Association and a reception is given on the first Friday evening of the
fall term to all new men.

O n Friday night of the second week the famous "Walk

Around" is given by the Y. M . and Y. W. C . A. to the entire body of new students.
We strive not alone for spiritual attainments, the ethical and physical development is looked after as well, the purpose being to assist in the completion of well
rounded men, who look with contempt upon anything that is immoral and
unchris tian.
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Y. M. C. A. Cabinet.
OFFICERS.
President-CHARLES F. KARNOPP.
Vice-President-GEORGE W. FRY.
Secretary-JOSEPH H. MARTIN.
Corresponding Secretary-LOUIS GALLAND.
Treasurer-GEORGE E. BARBER.
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Y. W. C. A. CABINET.
OFFICERS.
President,
Vice-President, Secretary,
Treasurer, -

MAY JENKINS.
-

MAY VAUGHN.

BEATRICE ZIMMERMAN.

LILLIAN GILBERTSON.

T

HE YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION is the largest and
most important of the organizations among the girls of Lawrence University. Its aims are chiefly along religious and social lines and its efforts for the
attainment of its objects are unwearied. It seeks to upbuild religious sentiment
among the girls, to afford a field for Christian activity and to furnish healthy
social enjoyment.
It is a friend to the new girl and many a homesick Freshman has found her
first and best friends among the girls of the Y. W. C. A. Close touch is kept
with kindred organizations throughout the whole land and keen interest is taken
in all movements planned to spread the work of the church among college women.
The college girl finds in the Y. W. C. A. an association made up of girls of
her own kind, with the same hopes and purpo es, the same aims and aspirations.
In it she can not but be at home, can not fail to be helped and in turn to help others.
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Personnel of Glee flub.
Director, JOHN WILSON DODGE.
Manager, LAWRENCE A. WILSON.

SOLOISTS.
LUELLA CHILSON,
LAVERN BROOKS,
R. PERCY HUTTON,
JAMES C. RATHBONE,
ATHOL E . ROLLINS,

READERS.
CARL WATERMAN,

ETHEL M. CROWE,

ACCOMPANIST.
ELEANORE MILLER.

FIRST TENOR.

FIRST BASS.

R. PERCY HUTTON,
CA RL WATERMAN,
CH ARLES MANN,
RAY N. KETCHUM,

LA VERNuBROOKS,
ADELLON D. ANDRUS,
BENJAMIN MARKS,
IRA S. REYNOLDS,
LAWRENCE A. WILSON.

LOUIS LE!DEGER.

SECOND TENOR.

SECOND BASS.

EDDY L. FO RD ,
J AMES RATHRONE,
CHARLES MARKS,

RALEIGH WESCOTT,
ATHOL E. ROLLINS,
GUY TASKER,
LYNDON F. WILSON.

CHESTER MILLER.

TOUR.
Kaukauna,
Menasha,
Weyauwega,
Waupaca,
Manawa,

Grand Rapids,
Marshfield,
Neillsville,
Wausau,
Shawano,
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Marinette,
Peshtigo,
Oconto,
Oshkosh,
Appleton.

"THE SEXTETTE."

ROG E RS ,

DINSD A LE:.

WOOD.

HARWOOD.

U LL MAN.

WO L TER

LAWR.ENCE UNIVERSITY

ORATORICAL AND DEBATING
LEAGUE.
Pre sident-GEORGE ATKINSON.
Vice-President- CALLA A . GUYLES.
Secretary- MAY VAUGHN.
Treasurer- MAY JENKINS.
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The Sons of Rest.
A FRATE RNAL ORGANIZATION .
Fra tres In Universitate.

JOHN BARNES, Manitowoc.
EDWIN LULING NASH, Manitowoc.
ADELLON DEVILLE ANDRUS, Ashland.
JEROME HENRY COE, Barron.
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Ladies· Glee Club.

PERSONNEL
Director,
Soloists,

JOHN WILSON DODGE
ANNA WILLIAMS, ELVA SMOLK, ADOLPH ALBERT

Reader,

LAURA LEE

Accompanist,

ELVA SMOLK

Manager,
First Sopranos,
Second Sopranos,
First Altos,
Second Altos,

CHAS .

8. MELBY

ALBERTA AMES, ANNA WILLIAMS , FRANCES NIMITS
KATHERINE CHACE, BELVA HATCH, ETNA AYLESWORTH
EVA AMES, MILDRED BALDWIN, MEDA NEUBECKER
DORA POLAND, CLARA MOYLE, EDNA CAMERON
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~FRATERNITIES~

Fratres in urbe

;

S. ReeveM.D.

James

W. Conkey

DD.S.

Charles S. Boyd

Henry WAbraham M.D.

George P. Hewitt
Ro bert E . Boyd

Bert A. Pri de
Frater

i n F a cu lt ate

Samuel

Plantz

Ph. D.

Fratresir, Universitate

Graduate

H. Baird, Northwestern '02
Seni ors
( h arles F.Cole
Arthur r W. Hanso n
Malcolm

Warren H. Stevens

George P. White

Juniors

Allan

L. Boyden

William J. McGillivray

Guy H. Goodsell
Herman B. Knudson

Sophomores
Oromel H. Bigelow C. H. Pipher
Freshmen

Roger

John W. Barnes

Jerome H . Coe

Otto

George F.

Jollife

H. O'Melia
Kene lm R. WinslowRobert K. Wolter
E. La y

James

Beta Sigma Phi.
1903.
FRATRES IN URBE.
Professor

J.

H. FARLEY, A. M . ,
ANDREW

P.

ANDERSON.

FRATRES IN UNIVERSITATE.
SENIORS.

L AVERN BROOKS,

LAWRENCE W I LSON .
.JUNIORS.

HERBERT PECK,

R A y KETCHUM .
SOPHOMORES.

WILLIAM SPAULDIN G ,

LAWRENCE JO HNSON,
W AKELIN MCNEEL,

GE ORGE FRY,

CHARLES K AR NOPP .
FRESHMEN.

CHESTER MILLER,

IRWIN CHURCH.
ACADEMY.

ADELLON

D.
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ANDRUS .

Delta I ota
FRATRES

IN

FACULTATE .

PROF. N. DWIGHT HARRJS,

FRATRES

IN

UNIVEASITATE .

S E NIORS .

R.

SOPHOMORES ,
GEORGE A. RASSMUSSEN,

PERCY HUTTON,

L.

EDDY

JUNIORS.
A THOL E. ROLLINS ,
JOSEPH

Ben.

W. MARKS .

H . MARTIN,
FRE SHMEN .

GEORGE E. ATKJNSON,
FRANK

FORD,

CARL F. WATERMAN ,

N. D u CRAY.

IRA
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S.

REYNOLDS ,

Interviews

With S eniors
-ON-

" H OW

m y Graduation Will Affect Lawrence."

H. STEVENS :
Mr. Stevens waxed so astonishingly verbose during the
course of the jnterview that lack of space precludes the publication of even the gist of his remarks.
ARREN

MABEL POTTER :

"It has taken me quite a time to get my sheep skin and I
app r eciate it. As for the school-well, I will have more important things to think of jmmediately."

R.

PERCY •HUTTON:

Mr. Hutton, in bis usual modest manner, declined to forecast the gloomy picture of Lawrence bereft of his shining
light.

OLA GRACE WARD :

"I have often thought with some degree of satisfaction
that when I go Lawrence will bog right down in its tracks. "

WILLIAM BERT YOUNG:

"I trust that Lawrence is altruistic enough to appreciate
that their loss is the world's gain.
Besides, there is my
brother."
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EFFIE COLLIER:

"Do you think it is true that absence makes the heart grow
fonder? If I could believe that I would be half content to
go. He is one of my last chances and I do hate to leave him
to the wiles of those other girls."

THEOPHILUS ALBERT:

"Ach, mein Gott! Who will der flude blay wenn I not bier
am? I veep. Dose dears, day blind me. Dot divine ftude
music! Who can it make like me?"

MABEL ROGERS:

Coyly smiled and assured the Ariel representative that be
must be joking indeed.

JOSEPH G. BRANT:

"Ecce Homo! That's me. Seen that hunted look oo
Wright's face of late? That's because I'm about to pull my
freight."

MABEL FLORENCE WOLTER:

"Well, I guess they'll have to do the best they can around
here next year. They really couldn't expect me stay here
forever, could they?"
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MILLIE MAY

W AMBOLD :

"I bave always cberished the opinion that I was about a
city block too good for this dinky place anyway. I'll shake it
just as scon as they pass me my sheepskin. What will happen
around here then is of no possible interest to me."

ARTHUR

W. ( HANSEN:

"The fact that I will be missed is what is keeping me up
througb these last sad days of parting . If someone would
only come around and beg me to come back next year I'd be
happy."

MINNIE MARIE BILTER :

off.

"Say, I guess tbe old dump will wobble a few when I jump
I guess I went some in my day, all right, all right."

ALFRED CHRISTIANSEN :

"Look at me.
Note my high Mansard brow and my
piercing eye. Will my loss be felt? Your questions seem to
me to be innocuous and irrelevant."

TIRZA ANN DINSDALE:

"Will I be missed? Me? Well I like that. I guess you
don't know some of my friends or you wouldn't say that, so
there.''
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LAURA LUMMIS:

"Do you know, I believe that people have never appreciated me here at Lawrence. I have been misunderstood. Doubtless the vulgar throng will scarce note my passing."

LA VERN BROOKS:

"I have set my name where the hand of calumny cannot
efface and where the green eye of jealousy will be impotent.
I have written a Lawrence song."

ETHEL CROWE:

"How the preceptress is going to know about the scandalous way some of the Hall girls act next year when I am no
longer here, is more than I can tell. I feel that I've done my
duty through all these years, though it is not of the kind
which brings earthly reward."

WILLIAM BENJAMIN DANIELS:

'·I ain't thinkin' much about the school, but if my folks
drive me out to work I can see a gap in the old gang down at
the corner of Oneida street and College avenue that will ache
for Billy."

GRACE ATKINSON:

"I don't think that my going will cause more than a slight
ripple on the surface of Lawrence life. I don't see why it
should.''
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BERNICE; W ARNER:

"I have striven for four long years to imbue a spirit of
conservatism at Lawrence. It is my hope and prayer that
the good work may be carried on after the place knows me no
111ore."

CHARLE:S FLETCHER COLE:

"As soon as I grab my little old parchment, I'll hook on
with fast company on the diamond. Ed. Merrill and his bunch
of ball tossers will have to play the game with a new short
stop."

EVA VIOLA AMES:

"The loss of my serene, upright example, which has been
such a power for good among the young, will, I feel, be a severe
one indeed. I can but hope that a leader of like attainments
will be raised up to take my place."

LAWRENCE A. WILSON:

"The poor girlth. He! He!
what'h right to wear?"

DAISY PEARL

Who'll tell 'em nexth year

ROGERS:

Miss Rogers refused absolutely to talk for publication on
what she was pleased to term an utterly absurd topic.
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The Juniors in Alleged Verse.
GEORGE ATKINSON-

he had a peaceful heart-and it was all his own,
In sovereign bliss he reigned-in bliss he rcigne<l alone.
But now his heart's divided-divided
quite in twain,
Two maids are doing battle now-afighting for this swain.
Once

*
ADOLPH

L' S ALBERT-

Adolphus Albert known lo fame
As a man who loves not any dame .
. A musical man, yet not a beau,
We'll give his affections time to grow.
ALBERTA

AMES-

"Li ttle Ames" is Doctor's pet,
" Littl e Ames" don't you forget
Owns a good thi11k tank of normal size,
. \ncl j f she's :-;mall she's very wise.
JESSIE ARM

•ARms

dove,
charms
love.
Well, 1 guess we'll have to let it go at that
AMY

*
MAY APLINThere was a young .l nn ior named .\ plin
As slender and tall as a saplin.
But her conduct was such
It astonished the Dut ch
And we had to provide her a chaplin.

FREDERICK

THOMAS

BENNETT-

He hitched his wagon to a star
Stella is his inspiration.
We did not have to wander far
To glaum this informat ion.
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GRACE

ALICE

BENNETT-

A winning way. a pleasant look,
.\ maid demure with eyes on hook,
She's made for ease and a quiet nook.
Is Grace .

ALLANLESLIE

BOYDEN-

There w;\:,s a broad boy from the farm
Who to fall in 101 e thought it no harm.
I n M i lls CEnter they say
They al I do it that way,
B u l l he sta te he was in ca used a Iarm.

INEZ
BELLE

Fox-

A charming young lady named

Fox

Li ved a way from l the school many blocks.
But a fellow named Ben
The long way did ken
. \ nd they do say that 101 e laughs at locks.

CALLA ARATHUSAGUYLES-

A sweet little maid vclept G uyles
Wasfull of the dickens and wuyles,

Five lads in a haze
Came alternate daze
'l'o bask in her sunshiny smuyles.

MAY

EMELINE JENKINS-

There was a fair maiden named May,
Who was, so the people all say,
Extr emely dev out,
Whenever she wen l out
'Twas lo Church, though not always to pray.

RAY

NEWTON
KETCHUM-

Ketchum is a money shark.
On Wall street he will make his mark.
To be another Gould he's bent.
In sleep he murm urs "l O per cen t. ''

BERNHARDT KNUDSONnicknamed Wisenstein,
The Wisest Guy along the Line.
As a Knowledge Box he's imply lt,
But iL hasn't swelled him up a bit.

HERMANN

Herman,

JOSEPH MARTIN-

"When Mr. Martin calls," she said,
"he sits in the Morris chair,
The back iis colored reel, you know
And it matches with his hair."
*
STELLAALIDA

nJ IC 11 ELSTETTER-

Stella, Stella, which means star,
l ow I wonder what you are.

Do you rea 11 y kn ow
Or i· s your front
FRANCE

MARIAN

a

it

all

ghastly "stall?"

NIMITS

Miss Frances Marian Nimits
As a "frost" she goes past all limits.
*
HERBERT )1. PECK-

There was a young
fellow named Peck,
\\110 from root ball was almost a wreck,
But he managed to find
A relief for his mind,
For he 's now in love up to his neck.
ATHOL

EWARTROLLINS-

Y ou 're

slender, svelte and (all,
Fair Athol!
Some day your pride rnay take a fall,
Oh Athol!
Your talk is far beyond compare,
Your recitations make us stare,
We hear your deep voice everywhere,
Dear Athol!
very

JOHN WAKEMAN TURNERI [ on the walk you chance to meet

A slender, tall and silent
youth
Who smiles down from his full six feet,
You're very sure to guess the truthI (",- Turner.
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MARY

GENEVIEVE SOUTHER-

She's d ignified and proper qui te,
Is Genevieve.
She studies too with all her might,
Does Genevieve.
Iler eyes arc sharp, her tongue severe,
In class she seldom finds a peer,
And yet at tl1at some hold her dear,
Sweet Genevieve.
*

*

EDITH LAURA WHITE-

When Ed i th en tertains, they say,
She adds your face to an array
Of penciled silhouettes.
Then sits and knocks with all her might
On dancing, staying out at night
And naughty cigarettes.
*

*

*

*

As for Chatterson, Tink, DuCray and the rest,
We'll just pass them up with never a jest.
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THE SOPHOMORES
ACCORDING TO GEORGE ADE.

OLIVE BEMIS-"She

had Blue Blood and Lots o[ it."

OROMEL BIGELOW.-"Anybody can win unless there happens lo be a Second Entry."
ESTELLE BLACK.-"When she began to Sniff the Night Air she was just
as kittenish as a Bronco."
FLORENCE BOUNDS.-"A Sister with a busy Dome.''
MARTINA
CLEVELAND.-"She held that no True Gentleman would Smoke
a Cigarette while walking with a Lady."
DAVIDCLAIREDECKER.-"He belongs out at Mother's Place in the Country, feeding the White Rabbits."
ALMA
DICKINSON.-"A nice girl who liked to have Young Men drop in
of an Evening."
ARTHUR FLUNO.-"He
hated Work and it hurt hi,- Eyes to Read."
ELVA FLUNO.-"Shehas Juno beat all lo a Frazzle."
EDDY Fo1m.-'·Jle is a Youth who has the Love 1[icrobe all through his
System."
GEORGE FRY.-"He was generally in a tew about omething.''
JAMES GALVIN.-"He had a high John 0 . Calhoun forehead and the
Yearning Look of a Genius who would like to trade a College Education for
Something to Eat."
LILLIE J. GILBERTSON.-"Inall the Countryround there was not a man
who came up to her Plans and Speci fications for a Husband."
TELLA B. GOODENOW.-"Him
for Me and nothing else doing."
MAY HANSIS.-"She has the Shape they are raging about in Parie this
Spring."
MINA HOOTON.-"She was Ever so Athletic: It was a positive Pleasure
to see her bounce up into the Air and lam a Basket Ball."
CHARLES KARNOPP.-"H e was a Yearning Bachelor. The Fires of Love
got beyond his Control and it was Time to call out the Whole Deparhnent."
LEON.I. LAMPERT.-"She hacl a slow, languorous walk; if you didn't kno11·
you might think she had Castors under her.''
DELLE LE TOURNEUX.-"She has a Comnlexion like the Sunset Blush
and enough Hair rising above her to .fit out two girls of her Size."
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BEN MARKS.-" He

was

:1

lovely Chap and kept his Hair Combed

LILLIAN MCNEEL.-"She had a pair of IncandescentHead
beat the .\nna Helcl lithographs."

N icely."

Lights that

CHARLES MELBY.-"He was a Daylight Performer and loved to parade
his Attractions."

WAKELIN MCNEEL.-"He
wanted to get away from all the Vain Pretensions of Artificial Society."
CHARLES MANN.-"He could get away with any Topic that was Batted
up to Him."
ROSSMILLER.-"A Rright and Shining Light in Social Circles."
LYDA MOYLE.-"She hacl Aspirations toward the Prima Donna Role."
WILH ELMINA NITZEL.-"A
T all Blond with a Benignant
Smile.''
STELLA :'\ UZU M.-"A Talented
Maiden with those Dreamy Eyes."
THEDAPATTEN.-"From
her Earliest Youth she had lacked Industry and

Application.''

JAMES HENRY P AUL.-"He

was

GEORGE RASSMUSSEN.-"From

LUMANROACH.-"Who

l)ne of those Married Men."
that Time on it was Nip and Tuck."

didn't look to be Such a Much in any Game."

HELEN ROBERTS.-"When she went to a Hop she was
thing from the Grand March to I ome Sweet Home."

good for Every-

MINNIE SCHMOYER.-"Shehad iL Bad and carried his Picture in a
Locket.."
EDWARDP. SMITH.-"Sometimes
he chewed a Straw and gave Weighty
Opinions on Current Topics."
WILLIAM11. SPAULDING.-"Heargued
suggest going H ome before Day Break."
WILLIAM STERNS.-"To

it was Bad Form for anyone to

hear him tellit, he had been a Model Youth.''

GUY
TASKER.-"He was a Lady Killer and didn't deny it. He hac1 a
Style of Beauty made familiar by Wood Cuts in the Weekly Story Paper."
ANNIE

THORLACIUS.-"I

flatter myself that my Work speaks

for Itself.''

MAY VAUGHN.-"She passes up him of the lron Muscles and Tall Stature ancl makes for him or the Knowledge Works every time."
I HELENWIGGINS.-"Sometimes
when she happened to get the right Coml1ination of Colors and wore a 1·cil and you didn't get too close, she wasn't ll alf

Bad."
ANNA WILSON.-"She had lots doing- under her Chapeau.''

R HODA. WIRTH.-"She never used a Curling Iron."

HENRY WYMAN.-"Once

in awhile he Bucked
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a little."

TheGathering of tb¢ Freshman Clan.

+
'Twas J1111e in the beautiful city.
'The grand and th glorious city,
The proud educational city
Of Appleton, peer of the West.
The boats on 1.he Fox were there waiting in grea t and snch plentiful store,
And the Freshmen were gathered in numbers that cover d the length of the
shore;
While Paris, no longer a lover o[ Helen, the cause of dread war,
Wasrounding the point they were Dufur, still followed by classmates
galore.
And next to his boat there was Wolter's wi th Mabel of aspect so fair,
Then Jolliffe, and Sunderland famous, and Barber and Dinsdale, the rare .
And following a fter came Adams, the ri va l of athletes, so strong,
And seated beside him was M abel, since Spau ldi ng could not be along;
Then Wingender, star of the morning, who climbed to the top of the dome,
With colors so royal of Freshmen, and for it was nearly sent l1ome.

'Twas June i11 the Fox river city,
The paper and pulpmaking city,
The woolen a11d watchmaking city,
Of Appleton, peer of the West.
And out of the river were voices as boat after boat floated on,
And Reynolds and Rathbone, the tuneful, were flooding tbe world with their
ong.
Butl higher and clearer and stronger than song o f a lark at its best,
The chorus of the sweet
"holy City" soared out clear and strong 'bove the rest.
For Mary McRae was then singing, and even the frogs were possessed,
.As they winked up at Vecla and Vera, to outsing with their level best.
But outlinecl like nymph of the waters agaiMt the dark blue of the sky
A form like the tall stately poplar, alone in a boat floated by;
Her padclle was not made of silver, but glistening white like the birch ,
And all of the fish gave a sh i ver as they saw tal I and comely )I ay Murch.

"Twas June in th

beautiful

city.

The ravine, and the hill-crested city,
The oak and /he elm covered city.
Of Appleton, peer uf the West
.
A\ boat gliclecl forth as the starlight, with flashes of bright, shining, red,
And Sawyer and Olive and Lulu, with Wyman and Perry, light shed;
All light that was needed for Alling, who weepingly followed the train,
Since Mabel, the senior, was wanting, his fast blinding tears fell like rain.
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Soon Lydia, Hattie, and Austin. and Blakeman, ancl slow Mary J arnes,
With Sabra ancl Myrtle and Kellogg, on the shore had the wood in bright
flames.
WhileBoetcher and Buell and Georgie with Herschleb, and Katherine Chase.
And Schla fer, and Merrill, and Winslow with Jnnch baskets made a fleet race.
For Harriman, Anna,
and Verna, and Alma, and Saylor, and Grace ,
.And Bernice, and Richardson Olive, already had chosen a place.
'Twas Jun e in th e beautiful city.
The humdrum and quakerlike city,

Th e sleepy, old, scholarly city.
Of Appleton peer of tl1 e West.
And gathered around a great campfire, which lighted the woods with bright
glow,
the lnmdred and eight brilliant Freshmen, all seated in glorious row;
For each of the class, not too modest, hut bold with great genius divine,
W as now to show forth to others, the thing that was most in his 1ine.
And heading this list' was the winner of prizes in high school galore,
Sweet Mattie, not English, but Irish, who counted her charms by the score.
When hreathless, and pale with emotion, too strong for onr words lo express,
She seated herself next to Stridde, it was much to poor Kittie's distress.
Then Mary and Ruth who from childhood, had followed their friend like a
shade;
Ga ve a shout of delight ancl of triumph that she so unhappy was made.

Were

'Twas Jun e in the beautiful city,
The musical, lovemaking city,
Th e lane-wandered trestle-bridged city.
Of Appleton, pe er of the West.

Then Andrew, the brother of William, who waits on dear Lucy, so fair .
Led her forth in the glow of the firelight. that she might her power declare.
While finical Barnes and his partner who goes by the name of Jim Nash,
"Because of a former engagement," away from the res t made a dash.
Now Lay, the great talker of nothing, had just at this moment come in.
With Elma, who at the last second, was obliged to go back to the "Gym."
And just as Ruth Harwood and Florence. who plays on the sweet violin,
Were about to rise up for an encore, Ned Heisler was choked by a fin,
While Ida, Djebarc:ff, and Alysse, with Waterman, Wescott, and Mann
Ra ised their voices in terrible chorus as down to the water they ran.

'Twas June in the beautiful city,
The quiet an moon-flooded
rity.
The sta rli t, and shn.clow-fillecl city.
Of Appleton , peer of th e W est.
A hu, h of great peace ,1·as the signal of starting the boats from the shore,
And Ethel beside the brave Wilson gave a sigh of contentment, the more
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Enhanced by the knowledge that Jessie, and Catherine, Elsie, and Nell,
Were without the accompanying presence, oJ a knight who attended so well,
When suddenly out on the waters rang a cry of great distress, high and wild,
And O'Melia sprang into the river, and above him the raging waves piled;
For Genevieve, leaning to leeward. for a reason too subtle to tell,
Had fallen like lead in the water, giving vent to a bloocl-curclling yell,
It was all that was needed for Harris and Adams, whose first name is Glen,
For li kc the brave heroes of story, they acquitted themselves then, as men

June in the beautiful city,
The sulphur-filled, odorous city,
Th e soot-covered, smoke-begrimed cily.
Of Appleton, peer of the West.

'Twas

Now Mabel, the stirring and active, the Mabel whose surname is White,
Unlike her fair usual custom was looking a terrible fright .
So much so that Al va, and Adele, and Margaret, May, and Irene,
Were talking in ominous whispers "of seeing as by others they're seen."
Th is gossiping spiri t soon threatened to c1 stroy the harmonious mind
With which, always ancl ever, the Freshmen had looked on the whole of mankind;
When Coe, who in a ctions resembled his namesake the Friar Jerome.
Leaped out on the shore down by Shannon's and said "It is lime we were
home"
For noble and true we must never with hatred or gossiping mix,
And give to olcl Lawrence forever the clean record of J 906.
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Her Letter.
J'm a slender and willowy maiden.,
Ancl am blessed with the surname of Jones,
At home I'm a co.v debutante,
My voice is of dulcetest tones.
I'm possessed of one striking adornment t,
1 know i t sounds rude and uncouth.
But I think T'm obliged to inform you
That T own snch a lovely
gold
tooth.
My
. home is in fair Weyauwega
.
Which is called a single night , tand;
If you're seeking swell damsels and lassies,
We can always supply the demand.
I was "one of the hunch" at my High school,
Al our church [air had charge of a booth,
But I've always laid all my distinction
owning a lovely.
To my
.
gold
toot h.
I'm to room with yo u at old Ormsby,
f know we'll be dearest of chums,
As for me, J'm inclined to be sporty.
Though of course J'm not one of the bums.
N ow write me as soon as you get this,
And be sure that you tell me the truth,
I'm dying for this information,
Do you also own a
gold

tooth?
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The Lawrence

Co - Ed.

.A tall and graceful maiden she,
Her form incarnate symmetry.
Thro' eyes almost divine
There gleams a sou I so pure and i,wect,
I fain would worship at her feet,
And wish no fairer shrine.
Her flowing tresses, purest gold,
A wealth of elegance untold,
Iler chiseled brow adorn.
But curling lip and haughty mien,
With dignity to grace a queen
And sighing lover scorn.
Were L a king upon a throne;
Were T a millionain·, to own
Control of all the marts;
W ere l a gam bler at the cards,
I'd ,·ie with all men, ki ngs or bards,
To win this queen of J1earts.

Our Versatile Athol.
'Es esti im Lawrence ein acer jung man

Im wahrlich gebaut est am versatile plan.
Auctoritas ist er im Latin kai Greek,
Sed in mores esti er exceedingly meek.
Er studiert

so

viel on sein languages alt

Ut sein kephale nunc e sti zicrn Iich near

bald.
Dum in Deutsch and the andere languages new
Er spricht cnm the ease of an alt parlez vous.
Mit puellis auch war er maxime strong
Amavit kai liebte sie alle im song.
Und als er proposed, sagte, "Erao te;
Geb rnir your manus, und sage non nay."

Et als er moriri kornmi., puto he will quote
Some linguistic Raetsel im Charon' alt boat
Et cum er zuletzt has attained the far side
W wollen all sagen, "Arm Rollins ist died."
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ORMSBY HALL PROBLEMS.
I.
Given a reference of sixty pages in a book of which the library contains
but one copy, said reference to be read by a Seminar class of twelve students.
Compute arithmetically and geometrically the probability that tl1c twelfth student will read it before the week is up.
II.
Given a girl 11·ith a fractious fountain pen, a professor lecturing at the
rate of one hundred and twenty
words
a minute on an important subject. Determine by a tangent in which direction the ink will fly - whetheron herself,
her neighbor or her notebook.
ll l.
Given a ride which is to he kept a secret, eighty Freshmen to keep the
secret. Find by the use of logarithms the number of hours, minutes and seconds before the Sophomores wil l find it out.

IV.
Determine in as many ways as possible where a line from the Beta frat
house and a line from Ormsby Hal l will meet and coincide.
V.
iven a moonlight night and a recital. Determine how much
of girls out strolling will exceed the number nt the recital.
G

the number

VI.
Given a larger volume of sound than can be contained in a room on the
second floor or Ormsby Hall. Also given the hour, ten o'clock P. M., and the
sound of Miss De Greene's footsteps along the hall. Locate the sonncl.
VII.
Given a beautiful June night Determine, according lo formula the
number of times the Ormsby Hall doorbell will ring after eight o'clock, also
the number of girls who will get in without ringing.

"IT e's alway. dressed so very swell,"

She smiled, then shyly ad ded,
"Down in Lovers' Lane I ascertained
That his shoulders arc all padded."
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ORMSBY HALL AXIOMS.
I. One Sop horn ore on one side of the hal l conversi ng with one Sophomore on the other side of the ha ll rn ay with greatest ease be heard by all other
roomers, either a long this hall l or the halls a bove.

l I.

The same plate or bread may

be produced

any number of times.

I JI. Any number of tack holes may be concealed by a net full or photographs provided the net be large enough.
1 V. The first caller is given the davenport, all other callers are ranged
around the walls of the reception room, equally
distant from a poinL within
calll ed t he center.
\ . The rising bell is not coincident with getting up, hence the breakfast
bell serves as a rising bell.

\ ' I.

A missionary tea always produces

a n unusually good supper at the

hall.
VII.
If the ringing of the doorbell prolonged to infinity does not produce the desired effect, a head elevated to the reception room window will extract the maiden from the space within.

TOPICAL SONG ILLUSTRATED.

" In the Good Old Summe r Tim e."
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An Elegy Writttn in a Deserted Bowling Alley.
The
The
And
The

weary students are at last dismissed,
College bell rings out lhe parting day,
looking for the joys that evening brings.
students o'er the campus wend their way.

Some pleasure may be found in every place,
N o matter how remote may be the spot.
Except the lonesome. t of all the lone
A Bowling Alley where the Profs. come not.
Last year the place was crowded thick with Profs.
); o room could there be found for tudents rude,
N ow all the owls and ba ts avoid the spot,
And even echo shuns the solit ude.
Perhaps in this neglected spot may be
Some record of the time Treat made a spare,
to Brigham's splits is here.
A monument
And Dr. Plantz rolled off the alley there.
But oo the cobwebbed register of Profs.
The name of Nicholson has not been set,
I think he may be somewhere on the way,
But anyhow
has not got there yet.

THE EPITAPH.
Here lie the balls upon the wooden rack,
That they are useless no one has a doubt,
The Profs. are gone' and never will come back.
And as for studen ts, they arc all kept out.

-Roach.
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THE VAGABOND.
"Prisoner, stand up."
The red-faeccl justice or the peace leaned forward in his revolving chair.
'I'he score or more of witnesses and spectators who crowded the dingy, stuffy,
little court room gazed intently as the silence was broken by the scraping of
feet beneath the attorney's table and a youth arose.
H e was just a plain, ordinary youth of the age that is indeterminate between boyhood and manhood. With an appealing glance his eye iook in the
surroundings; his mother sitting alone in a corner with tear-stained face and
faded shawl, the curious, interested gaze of the spectators, the immutable expression o( the district attorney and the justice. J Li:,; fingers clutched convulsively as with burning cheeksand head lowered almost to hi,: breast he heard
and understood only in part the utterances of the justice:
"Bound over - Murder - Held
without bail."
Then,-a woman's
sobs, a shuffling or feet as the spectators filled lhrough
the narrow door, the snap of the steel handcuffs on his wrists, the grasp o( the
sheriff's hands upon his arm and-al11 became a hlan k.
Another prisoner wa i ted for the passing- of sen tence. There was no interest shown in his case. The charge aga inst him on the docket read: "Tom
Murphy, D. & D.", which translated from the police conrt vernacular means
drun k and disorderly.
The man who answered to t he name was a typical specimen o [ vagabondism. Tall, unkempt, with shock hair, bloocl-. hot eyes and hardened visage
what he was-a common drunkard.
which told even the uninitiated
He received his sentence, "Thirty days in the county jail,'' with a gr in
that be poke his familiarity with justice court methods. For months he hacl
Jain aronnd the village, ragged, dirty, without friends,-a sot. No one knew
who he was or from whence he came, neither did any one care: he was known
to the village people simply as "Thevagabond."
That evening two ne11· prisoners at the county jail stretched their forms
upon the wooden bunks in adjoining celli:;. The one tossed sleeplessly during
the entire night, his sobs echoing at intervals through the stone-floored corridors; the other slept tranquilly a:; a babe upon its mother's breast, his sonorous
. nores mingling strangely with the sobs of the other.
"Say, Kiel, what's dey got yer pinched fer? Brace up. Quit yer boo hoo
an' tell me erbout il."
There was a note of friendliness in the voi ·e that caught the boy's atten119

tion. Before the morning passed
the acquaintance was formed. With the
burning desire for a sympathetic listener, Dennis Fadden poured his troubles
into the ears o[ the vagabond, who sat in his cell separated only by the iron
bars.
It was a simple story, told with the fervoror impressionable youth. Fadden was the only son of a widowed Irish woman whose very existence and his
for daily bread depended upon her exertions at the wash board. Evil companions, an easy-going, indolen l disposi tio11, had led him into places where he
should not have gone. The quarrel started over a game o[ billiards. His companion struck at him with his fist.
Fadden wheeled ancl retaliating, brought
his billiard cue down with terrific force on the head of the other. Death came
almost at once. Then fol lowed Ihe arrest, the j ust ice court hearing and the
commitment.
After the recital or the boy's narrative the vagabond sat for a long time in
his cell without moving, to all intents dumb. When evening came he saw the
iron doors open to admit the mother of the boy. Their greeting was pathetic.
With eyes that letno detail escape, the prisoner in the adjoining cell noted the
deep lines of the woman's face, her red, working hands, her gray hairs. Every
word of their sorrowful interview came to his ears, as with shaky, trembling
voice the mother told of being friendless, penniless and unable to secure legal
counsel
for her onl.1· son.
Thirty days is a long time to prisoners behind the bars, but the end came
at last.
On the morning of his departure Murphy reached through the grating
and clasped Fadden's hand.
"My boy," he said, "you 11ill appear for trial in a week.
J will be there.
Keep up your courage, hope for the best and remember that you have a friend."
That was all he said. It was some time later that Fadden recalled the
words and wondered-wondered
at the strangeness of hearing the vagabond
speak words other than in the language of the street.

For the second time Dennis Fadden stood before the seat of justice and
heard the charge of murder read against him. The scene was changed; the
youth stood in the prisoner's dock in a large court room filled with people.
.Affrighted, he offered no reply when the stern visaged judge asked if he
had procured counsel. The youth barely understood as again he heard the
question asked and the judge offered to appoint an attorney to conduct his defence .
. Atthis there was a stir in the rear of the court room. The crowd separated instinctively as a tall, roughly garbed man elbowed his way through the
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aisle. He approached the judge and from a breast pocket produced a document which he laid on the desk.
"My cert ifica te of admission lo the bar," he said simply and in a low tone,
"Il wish 1.o volunteeras a ttorney for the defence if the prisoner will accept me."
He turned and walked toward the prisoner. The act was i.hc signal for
pro.found astonishment.
"The vagabond !" was the muttered exclamation from scores of throats,
as with face paled from long confinement,
Yet with composed movements
which indicated a familiarity with the position he had assumed, the counsel for
the defence greeted h i,; client.
It was a scene that will never be forgotten by the aged mother who gazed
in wonderment through her tears as lhc j udge pounded with his ga vel for
order.
The preliminarie,; were quickly finished
\ jury was selected ancl the case
went to trial. Throughout these proceedings the interest was intense
Spectators crowded every inch of space in the court room. Women forgot their
household cares and men forsook their labors to be present.
A corps of newspaper reporters from a cl ista nt city arrived and the a ttorney's room was converted into a temporary telegraph
office.
Reports of ihe trial were hourly
flashed over the wires to the big city dailies and under black head lines given
to the world. Jn almo;-:t the twinkling of an eye the little county seat had become a city of importance. The Dennis Fadden murder 1.rial had attracted
national interest.
Through it all the central object of such wide spread interest betrayed no
sign of emotion. A day was taken to secure a jury, another passed in the examination of witnesses.
During thi:; time the vagabond had done little. said
little. He put but few questions to the witnesses,
but sat calmly at a (able
with eyes downcast, :wt with ears alert to catch every word that was uttered
Tn vain the reporters attempted to interview him. He would make no statements for pub! ication and il was only with grea test d ifficulty that artists hastily dispa tc hed to the scene made sketches o f his features which were re-pro
clucccl in the newspapers.
On the evening of the third day the district attorney finished his argument for the prosecution.
His arraignment was severe.
The peace and clignity and laws of the commonwealth
must be maintained;
according to the
evidence there could be but one verdict-guilty.
The prisoner had acknowledged :-lriking the blow that killed his companion. Hope had given way to
despair in the breast of the woman in the faded shawl who sat mutely in a corner, alone-friendless.
The next morning exci tement was at fever heat. The moment for the at121

torney for the defence to begin his argument had arri ved and the crowd wa ited
expectantly. For hours before the doors of the court house were opened, a mob
clamored for adm ittance. Althongh it was conceded by all there was no hope
for the prisoner there was the expressed confidence of a promised sensation.
During the entire trial the vaga.boncl had preserved his attitude of seeming indifference. J Ie appeared reluctant to even speak and his gaze was never
once directed save in front
When at last the long-looked for moment arri ved and the vagabond arose
to address the jury the scene was one that will ever be present in the memories
of those who crowded the court room. Pale, with features calm and composed,
he stood erect with hands clasped behind him, his very attitude accentuating
the raggedness of his attire as with a. long searching glance he surveyed the
members of tl1c jury. The curious visitors scarce breathed; the only sound
that could be heard was the scraping of the rrporter's pencils.
When he opened his lips to speak judge and jury, witnesses and spectators
sat spellbound. The words flowed ·with the ease of education, refinrment, culture. He stood transformed before those who knew him as a common drunkanl. The uncouth, illiterate vagabond was displaced by the brilliant attorney,
the mau of learning. People forgot his ragged dress, his pale, care-worn face,
his shock hair and unkempt appearance. He stood before them in a new light:
his eloquence reigned supreme.
These events happened many years ago, but to this day a stranger in the
town where they occurred hears the story before his visit there i hours long.
He is told of how the vagabond pleaded for the boy in the prisoner's dock 1111til
even the old judge blew his nose violently to hide his emotion; how the jury
sat and listened to his pathetic recital of an aged widow left to mourn her only
cl1il<l; how that cl1ilcl nurtured from an infant a.t her breast had grown to he
her dear st treasure; how in a boyish quarrel he had become entwined in the
meshes of the law, yet without the tain of intended crime. The tender age of
the prisoner, the blasting of human life, a11 is told with a vividness and pa thos
tht was real; and how as the word came from the vaga.boncl's lips there was
scar ·clv a dry eye in i.he court room, astonishment when the ·pca.ker first began
having given way to tears; and a.t la.st how when the simple, pathetic out-pouring of a. pent-up soul released from bondage was finished the jury rendered a
verdict of acquittal without Jeavi11g their seats.
At the conclusion of the trial the vagabond stood calmly as the aged
woman, tottering in her weakness ca.used by the strain of anxiety, advanced to
his side with her son. He seemed as one dreaming, as if in deep thought; on
all sides there was the hum of voices, the crowding of people about him in curiosity, yet he heeded them not. For a moment he stood, his head lowered and
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one hand pressed against his brow. At last the tearful thanks of the mother
ronscd him. He turned slightly and clasping her hy the hand began to speak.
The words were scarcely above a whisper, slow, without emotion.
"Woman," he said, "your son is free. May he live to comfort your old
age."
Then, after pausing, he turned to the boy. "For you, my lad, T have broken a vow and done what I thought. I should never do again. Go!"
As he finished speaking and started to walk away a strange thing happened. His eye wandering about among the cager throng that crowded round
him saw a woman in deep black standing with a •hild near the rear doors.
"llelen," he cried, as with a wild gleam of recognition in his eyes he
sprang into the crowd and fought his way through.
It was as the greeting of two lovers, while judge and jury mingled with
spectators in mute astonishment.
"My husband,'' lhc woman was heard to say and thenThen came the reconcilliation of the quarrel which had led the most eminent criminal lawyer of his day to abandon his home, friends, practice and
everything by which he was known in the world to seek self destructiion in
drink and a vagabond's life after he had been mourned as dead for years.
The moment was sacred; wonder had given place to awe in tho, e who witnessed the spectacle. The crowd stood back as between sobs or joy the woman
told of how after never having given up hope during long years or patient
waiting she had re cognized the newspaper pictures of the vagabond. And harrassed by the fear that she would arrive too late she hastened from her home
of wealth and luxury to reclaim him for whom she had waited so long.
ln his ragged garb, with one arm clasped tightly about the shoulders
of
the woman and with his free hand and eyes directed toward the members of the
jury, who stood grouped near the seats they occupied, the vagabond spoke so
that all could hear. Every ear was strained as with the first sign of emotion
that he had displayed, he said in broken accents:
Gentelment of the jury, T thank you.
In rendering your decision a life
was saved. Tn the saving of that life J have - found - my - own - redemption."
-OKAYAR

NOTE.-The etoriette, "The Vagabond," was written expressly for THE ARIEL by a former student
of Lawrence University, and wine first prize in THE ARIEL etoriette contest. The story is a true one.
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THE JONES MEMORIAL LIBRARY.

"Where Homer nods and Agamemnon sleeps.
Old Horace smiles and Virgil softly weeps."
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CHAPTER THE TEN THOUSAND AND THIRD

Of the W ritings of Sapius the Sage,
THE WISE OLD GUY ,

Whose Eyes Have Beholden Many Strange Things in the Land.

For behold, the Spirit moved me. then wrote I these words:
Hast considered
the N ew Guy?
Lo! he cometh up out o[ the tall. grass at the Time of the lngathering and
descendeth 11pon us as grasshoppers upon Mi zraim.
His clothing is as of a strange country and the fashion of his linen is past

finding out.
H e bulle(h the rubber market when he buyeth a gorgct and robbeth the
weaver when he considereth the length of his nether vesture.
H is manners at meat are as the ways of th camp ancl when he would shew
mirth he brayeth l ike unto a wood vender'sdonkey .
Il e strutteth about Jike a changer
of moneys and deemeth the city his.
He apeth the great of a former time, saying " Lo! This great thing which
I ha ve concei ved."
W hen the elders would meet of an even-tide, he butteth into the chief
seats and raiseth hi s stripling tongue in the councils of the wi c.
Because that h e is suffered, he deemeth himself of import and foreasteth
the despair of his fellows should he depart and go hence.
He speaketh of' "Nic" and "the Doc" as if of long standing among us and
figureth the mercy and loving kindness of a Prof. to the breadth of a woman's
hair.
Il e is noL a niggard with
hi s wisdom, but shouteth it afar and 11·hcn he
hath done that which he thinketh to be c:rafLy strategem,
he puffeth himself up
and would tell all men.
Who can endure him ?
Who can find charity to extend unto him?
Not we.
For, in sooth, his ilk have long ago worn the garment of our compassion
to tatters and our heart i:-; becornr as a grrnt stone in the outer wall. Selah.
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A DIALOGUE ON THE DANCE.
THE BOY.

The .foot ball guy is a hero,
H is pr owess wins him cheers,
The track man's stunts are talked of
For weeks ancl months and years.

The base ball shark ::,;ets in his work
Whene'er he gets a chance,
But I've noticed that the girls are for
The lobster who can dance.
THE GIRL.

cheer the foot ball hero

When he plays a dandy game,
And [ rave about the trackman
When hi,- exploits win him fame.
The base ball boy is "just a dear"
When he's on !he winning team,
But the one who wins my heart is he
Who can waltz like a perfectdream.

THE SPHINX OF SCIENCE HALL.

"I know all about the Sphinx,
I know exactly what he thinks."
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LIMPING LIMER.ICKS
'There was a bald Doctor namecl Plantz,
Who made the old college advantz,
He gathered in scholars
And hunted up dollars
From grand fathers, uncles and antz.
*

*

There was a professor's young daughter
Who carried herself with great haughtcr.
She had all the elite
Tn a row at her fite
And she managed them quite as sl1c oughter.

*
A thrifty young fellow-La.Verne,
His expenses through college clicl carne .
.At. a circus in summers
He showecl to all cummers
How to cat balls of fire and not berne.

* *
There was a gav student named Ford
Whosefriendr- were all fearfully borcl
For you thought he was daft
Whenever he laft
And you covered your cars when he rord.
A cheerful young parent named Pipher
Said "Little one, what do you cripher,
You make as much noise
As a dozen mall boise
And a band with a drummer and fipher ."
Have you ever met up with Jack Barnes?
He goshes, he gees and he darnes.
He's a terrible cusser,
r can't t.hink of wusser,
This godless young fellow named Barnes.

Dr. Plantz-"Do vou know of any New Testament character to whom
Jeremiah can he lik:eneci, Miss Goonenow'?
Miss G.- "Doyou mean a Biblical character?"
Dr. P.-"Yes, the New Testament is a part of the Bible."
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THE KNOCKER.
Well, well, well,
Here T am again.

Oh,

yes.

I'm all

here, right here

With the goods.And in pretty
Good voice
At that if any gaze be should dri ve up
ln a hack and
Cross examine you.
I'm It.
l ·m the real pa pa. The hit of lhe
Piece. l star myself
Here.
The rest of the cast are all up stage with
The bunch. You're all wise
To me. Why soitenly, soitenly.
What?
You don't remember your UncleDudley?
Well I'll
Give you the office. J'll put you all
J oseph to me. I'm the real
Hen yock.
I'm th flannel mouth whose make-up consists of a
Voluminous red sweater, a red postage stamp
Lid and a bunch of ribbon at my
Button hole. I'm the real
"Rah Rah" Willie. T'm
Ubi

q U t o us.

Yes.' that's the word. Yon saw
Me lasl fall at the football games, and now I'm
J ohnnie-On-The-Spot
When the curtain goes up on base ball. I've got lovely
Yalves.
They haven't been worked ont since
Than ksgi ving, but I'll soon have 'om in form
Again. I'm the regular olcl
Colonel Knew-Em-All.
I can tell you ju:,;t what their names are and just
where
Their work is rotten. My game is to
Cuddleup close to the
Catcher and then hand it out right off the
Reel like this :
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'Well, play ball
P-la-y Ba-all. Let's have some action
For our gate money. That's what we want.
Action.

Now, old glass arm, let's see you
Serve the pe llets. Gee ! A\ bu 111
Slab artist.
Yah, you soldier. heave it over t o
Second in time to nin tl1e
Sprinter. What are youplaying?
Bean bags ? That's right Hard out a
Gil t edge pass to the
l nitial hassock.
Now h e'll gettransportation all the
Way round the loop. Lead off, you indian
On first. f Lead off N ow duck.
Slide! S-l-i-d-e ! How about that, Mr.

Umpire ?

LI ow about

That?
r say, you 're a robber and a
Thief. Your lamps don't bat straight. That's
What. That's right. Kill the
Umpire. Throw a pop bottle at him. He's a
Swindle.
Oh, the limit. The limiL ancl
Then some.
The fiercest ever. I thought I
Gaveup t wo bits to see a
Base ball game. This is
Two old cat and nothing but it.'
What's that? Sure. ] roast both teams and the
Umpire. I play no
Favorites.
I'm a knocker. That's
Me. Don't you guess again
T just blew up
Here for the purpose of' cuttin' loose with a bunch
Of bull con. .\.nd 1 got
Away with it, at that'. No fresh guy can tell
Me where to get off at. I'm
There with the repartee. T'm
Mouthy.
I'll give any
'em five on a string of
Twenty and beat 'em to it when :it com es to
Baked Atmosphere.
That's my long and hasty. Well,
'l'ra-ln-lu. , ee you next game. Rotten
Bnneh of hall tos ers. Huh? Sure.
Both teams. I'm not partial. I'm just old

of

Johnnie Knocker.
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Who walkshi._ daily nineteen blocks,
Out to the home of Inez Fox,
With love hat laughs at bars and locks?
Guess !
found a Junior girl
Who sets hi:- heart and head awhirl,
But lives in constant fear of Shirl?
Guess !
What Freshman's

each week to Hortonville
though his parents li vet there still?

Who hies
As

Who's

found

the maid that fills the bill?
Guess!

Who j,; i! works the "sister" deal,
And threatens Stell
a's heart to st al?
Who will stay by her, woe or weal °:
Guess !
Who is the Sophomore so bold,

Who dares a Senior's hand to holcl
Drew
street home ( 1'm told) ?
Guess !

When at. her

Who is the boy with locks or rust,
Whom girls no longer dare io trust,
But who will win Miss R. or "bust ?"
Guess !

Whohas a case both fierce and strong?
Who stays at Ormsby all day long,
With Mabel's heart to play ping pong;
Guess !

What Grad does not from Lawrence go,
Because he's an attentive beau,
And loves his "Alma" Mater so?
Guess !
What "Lawrence" youth cannot decide
(For fickleness by all he's guyed)
By Tad or Calla to abide ?

Guess!
What youth . elects, with laughter
.\ maiden "Effie"cacious, proud,
The enior Senior of the crowd ?

Guess!
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FRESHMEN lJSE
SULPHUR TO SMOKB
SOPHOMORES OUT
Batter Down Doors With Axes at Lawrence University, but Athletic President Puts Stop to Proceedm gs- Expuisions Are Expected.
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$$PHILIPSON AGAIN.
Since his graduation from Lawrence university,with the class of '02, Mr. .
. Albert Alonzo Philipson has been engaged in various ventures, the most striking or which was his adoption of stump speaking in the interests o[ the Democratic party during the heat ol' the last campaign.
The erudite Mr. Philipson addressed the voters of La Fayettecounty many
times on the paramount issues of the day.
Old students and alumni of Lawrence University will be pleased to learn
of his forensic success by a perusal of the following Associated
Press dispatch
in several leading metropolitain dailies.
'·] Ion .. Albert A. Philipson, of Darlington,was the next speaker, receiving
an ovation from the crowd upon his appearance on the platform. The gentleman was introduced by Capt. "Hi" Ball, a local politician . Mr Philipson
said in part:
"Men! Far as r cast my eyes over this vast assemblage of the hloocl and
bone of this great Republic assembled in this hall to hear discussed by moulders of the public thought the great question that confronts 11,:. I clo not see
represented the u nra t ionacious, microcipha lous pro Ii tariatt. who, wi the visages
stamped with vacuity, follow with nauseating sequence
the guidance of pernicious demagogues. Nay! I say. Nay ! Not so. I see before me men. Strong
men. Nerveand sinew of our great body politic, as the gi fted Roman says in
line (ii! of the first book of the deathless Aeneid.
"Os homanosque deo similis."
( Rises on his toes and makes the famous downward gesture).

Men! American men! Why longer sojourn in the unbragious
gloom of ignoranee? Gaze upon the stupendous problems o[ state craft and
government which impend our path. (Takes a drink, fiercely wipes his month
and grabs a new hold).
"We, the freeborn suffragists of this township, whose necks have never
known the galling burden of foreign domnalion. in whose hands are borne the
sacred ballots of American freemen, in whose vision shines the scintillating
examples of Washington, Lincoln, Grant anc1 Jerry Rusk, are confronted, l
say, fello11· citizens, by the collossal effrontery of this man Jed Prouty, who
would with millifluous verbage and insinuating logic woo u,; to elect him
School C'ommi:-sioncr. lle! He! Oh, My auditors!
He!!! (Etc. ad infinitum atqua nauseam).'
The dispatch also states that at the conclusion of thi,- effort the applause
lasted sixteen minutes.
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Though be scolds me every day
for the hurried, careless way
I read Greek.
Still I love him mucb tbc best
For he discounts all tbc rest,
So to speak.

I know tbat when 11'm Mnc
With this loafing life of fun,
College years,
11 will often think of bim,
And perhaps my eyes will dim,
Filled with tears.

I will see bim in his cbair,
Wit his silky, flowing bair
And his smile.
And 11'11 give up all things tbcn,
Just to sit in class again
For a while.
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The Way

Hutton 11 Barked " for the Glee Club.

Ladies and gentlemen, one and all, great and small, rich and poor alike,
bear in mind and remember that this is the first and last, the be .. t and only
opportunity this livinggeneration will ever have to view this colossal aggregation of marvelous p ychological phenomena, now on exhibition for the first
time in your city inside yon cluster of canvas canopies, warranted to be walerproor and pleasantlyarranged for th comfort of ladies and children.
In announcing Manager Wi lson's Megatherian, Mastodonic Vaudeville,
allow me to state the list of attractions that have been secured for the purpose
of making this immense moral show both memorable and meritorious is wonderful in scope and magnificent in conception. ln the grand pageant of nations nothing like the present majestic and superb ensemble of scintillating
splendors has c1·cr beforebeen shown for a merely nominal fee. Chief among
the wonders in this lofty and nn. urpassed combination of conspicuous and
kaleidoscopic attractions is the great and only James Rathbone, caught by
daring adventurers in the wilds of northern Wisconsin at great expense and
almost incalculable Tisk, exhibited for a brief season at the World's Fair in
'hicago in 1893, where he aroused great curiosity among scientists as the
strangest human being ever born to li ve and su bsequently added to this august
corn bi nation.
Among the other noteworthy features to be on exhibition is M. La Verne
Brooks, the only one of his kind in captivity, who will positively appear at each
and every performance, ladies and gentlemen, while the grand military hand.
stationed at the left of the main entrance, render. · "Frisky Flo From Frisco, "
"Mona From Arizona" and other late topical song hits.
Come on, good people, come on, come on! Remember that we advertise
what we do and we clo what we ad vertise. l t's a ha bit. Read the list of a ttrartiouF<. Gacze at th e colored works of art on the outside.
Ladies may witness
the unexpurgated perforrnance withont a blush. Hurry, hurry, hurry!
Have your change ready, please, as you ask for tickets and remember that
if the show and performance does not gi ve you fu 11 a ncl complete satisfaction
as regards each and ev ry particular, your gate money will he cheerfully refunded at the ticket wagon.
Have a look 1 ] say! Have a long, lingering look! Remember this exhibition closes with the final performance and will not he seen here again until
it return to your beautiful little city.
The aforementioned world famous artists, who have been especially en-
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gaged fo r this dignified ancl impressive combination, are splendidly aided in
their magnanimous mission of amusing and instructing the masses by Signor
Carlos Waterman, the celebrated barytone ancl monologue comedian, ancl
Andrus & Miller, laughing gas artists, to .:av nothing of the splendid concert
and eomct and piccolo solos rendered by the Grand Military Band.
Pa ss right upon the i nside There are s eats for all. A gigantic, colossal,
measureless agglomeration o( prodigy. wonder and miracle, all for the pitiful
sum of lwo bits, the exact price of a couple o[ bnm cigars. Remember I We're
here today and gone tomorrow.
An entire and complete change o( program at
each and every entertainment.
Com one; come all! Remember that the show in the big tent-absolutely waterproof -- isnow about to begin. Jusl commencing! Just commencing! Get your reserved sea ts inside.
See Brooks ! See Wa terman !
Thirty people! Count 'em as you pass on the inside---thirt.r ! Come on! Come
on! Come on ! Lemonade for the lad ies ! Pean uts for the chilcl ren ! The
chance of a lifetime! Such a glittering array of talent may never again be
shown under one tent -- absolutelywaterproof! Pass right upon the inside,
ladies and gents. The p rformance is now about to open with Andrus and
1Iillcr. It willclose with a chaste and refined presentation of high caste AfroAmerican minstrelsy
Hurry ! Hurr.1·! Good people!
Hurry! Just commencing!
Start np the Big Brass Band !

TOPICAL

SONG

ILLUSTRATED.

"Come Back to Manistee."
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Resolutions Passed at Knockers' Congress.
The following resolutions, passed at. the last session of the Internalional
League of Knockers' Clubs in session at Hammerfest, Norway, were ordered
spread upon the records. Complying with this general order from headquarters, the secretary of the Lawrence Universitychapter spreads lhem as l'ollows:
Whereas, There are sundry and divers persons upon this earth who are
constantly making life less endurable lhan it really is for the rest of mankind,
and inasmuch as they are not jerked hence fast enough by death and an inscruta ble Providence, therefore be it
Resolved, By the Knockers' clubs, duly assembled, that immedia!e steps
be takento knock on and suppress, in addition to the subject already knocked
by the convention, the following described' persons wherever found:
The soft boy who spends most of his t ime around the wes t steps wai ting
for Herto come tripping from Ormsby.
The mouthy proposition who won a society debate once and who is always
ready to start. another with you on any subject.
The gilly who adorns his face 1rith a loolh pick.
The girl who giggles in chapel when you want to study.
The lobthther who is afraid to go to thleep for fear th world will forget
to tnrn aronncl in itth uthual manner.
The guy who is continually handing out talk about hi,; "frat," when he
has neverbeen outside of La wrence and don 't know what a fraternity is.
The up-against-it dub who blows in lo an eight o'clock with milk on his
shoes.
The pin head who wears
celluloid neck adornment.
The burly who imagines that every girl he sees on the boulevard is stuck
on his shape.

Those Walks Again.
This morn the skies were clouded
And the campus was submerged.
As I splashed t
way to chapel
ln my heart hot anger surged.

J wou ld "hock" my hopes of Heaven
T o enjoy a private talk
With the limping, lop-eyed lob. ter
Who laid the campus walk.
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Out in the Old Canoe

Isn't it pleasaut, 0 classmate mine,
When the whole world swims in the hot sunshine,
When the class room is turgid with prickly heat,
To turn one's thoughts and to turn one's feet
To the cooling shades of the river's brim,
Where discomfort Is lost In the shadows dim

To commune with nature in all her charm
Far from the reach of a tutor's arm,
To pull your slouch hat over your eyes
And lie there trying to surmise
If it's worth one's while to go to scllool
When the shadows are long and the waves are cool,

OUT IN THE OLD CANOE 7

OUT IN THE OLD CANOE.
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An

Incident in the Game.

He was playing in the back field, where he got all the nasty work, such as
hurtling punt,- and crafty runners, work the crowd can see and criticize, work
wh ich caIls for cool, steady nerves and unerring j udgmen l, coming lo him so
suddenly that there was none of the mad passion or the scrimmage to nerve his
heart and fire his courage.
I e was just an ordinary ad.
He couldn't tackle like a fiend, nor was his
speed when he charged like that of the wild buck.
The opponents held the ba 11 a nd by two fierce rushes had crowded it down
the field. All the little quarter back could do was to shiver and hug his ribs,
while he pleadingly called on his mates to "J old em, Fellers ! Hold 'em now
and make l'm kick!"
They lined up for the lh ird down and he heard a hoarsely whispered signal which he felt in his bones was a call for an end run. The litt.le quarter
back almost sobbed and his heart sl ugged his ribs 'tiill it h urt with the premon ilion that n a second or two it would be 11p to him to save the goal.
The play started -- desperately quick -- started -- and
didn't stop. In vain
the halves dove under the interference, in vain the ends charged the runner
and all in vain did the big coach on the side lines swing his arms wildly ancl
calumnia te his men in ringing tones.
Well did the bo know that i L was for him and for him alone to stop that
plunging back who was tearing down on him no11· like a race horse at the threequarter post.
He fairly felt that awful, discouraging hush of doubt settle over the
crowd, which seemed to his blurred brain to be sneering at him and his ability
by its sudden silence. He intuitively knew that in those throbb ing hearts
along the white washed li nes there was no spark of hope that he would ;::a ve the
day.
So he swallowed once or twice and started forward with a funny, springy
run, not fa,-t enough to be headlong, not so slow as lo lose ground, a queer little
run 11·hic·h would enable him lo lunge in a trice to any direction.
I e saw his team struggle and fall back, saw the eyes
of his oncoming
enemy and read in a flash the desperate daring in them, saw the piston working
knees, sure to cruelly brain him if he failed to hit them right, saw all this
one wild, blurry instant and sprang, arms outstretched and tense, graspinggrasping-The little quarter back fell face down on the frozen sod to sobbingly listen
a brief moment ere he had courage to rise, to the glad, exultant yells from the
hostile bleachers which tolcl him all loo plainly that his goal was crossed and
his the fault.
0
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A CONFESSION
Realizing that the wise boy 11·ho wrote "Confession is good for the soul"
knew just how it wa s himself, J have resolved to make public my mo>:<t inner
thoughts as follows :
l'm a gallant young Don J uan;
l've a line of torrid con
And I reel it off in bunches when [ may.
For girls of all complexion
I've a yearning predilection
And l hand them hot house speeches every day.

Up and down my well worn beat
Sunny days I drag my feet
'Round llw corridors and down old Lovers' Lane.
l linger on the stair
And I hang out everywhere
There's the slightest chance a pleasant smile lo gain.
* * *
N ow there's Adele and sweet Bess ,
. And fair Helen, l confess
Has a very, very fascinating style,
And there's Lillian, the gay,
Clever Eleanor anc.l Mae,
Each has purchased my affection with a smile.
* ...
:::
It's an aw ful proposition
To be placed in my position,
For some day J know the~·'ll tumble to my game.
If they catch me playng double
There will be no end of trouble
And to Tray Spot they will quickly change my name.
Each to me has intimated
That by De tiny we're fated
And it nearly breaks my heart to throw them down.
But J reall y m ni;:t endea vor
All such tender tics to sever
And I'll do it 1-,0 politely that they'll ne,·er throw a frown.
.
*
'Twould be best to choose just one,
But-f\' o---that can not be done,
So T'll give to each a love both deep and wide.
They're a 11 charming, cute ancl dear,
Bnt T really, truly fear
That. I love her best who's nearest to my side.
JACK BARNES.
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BILL SPAULDING.
The shades of night were falling fast,
As t hrough old Ormsby's portals passed
A youth 11·ho bore, with air precise,
A card with this well

known device:

··Bill Spaulding.''
was glad; his eye of brown
Watched for the maiden's coming down,
'Till like an angel unawares
Stole Mable softly down the stairs
To Spaulding.

His brow

"Oh stay," the maiden said, "thou wart,
And sit here on the davenport."
But Billy answered with a grin,
"You bet I'm not for stayin' in."
Ah, Spaulding-

At break of day just when the lark
Bids sweet adieu to shadows dark,
By a window
ledge Bill's form we see
As clocks are striking half past three.
Fie,

Spaulding !

TOPICAL SONG ILLUSTRATED.

" If I B ut Kn ew."
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Honor.
You may count up our attractions and
add our blessings rare,
You may throw bouquets at Prexie
and twine nose gays in his hair.
You may tout our Business College
and the pretty maidens who
Go there to study short hand and
make goo goo eyes at you.
But when you have recounted them
and each one's praises sung
Please don't forget to mention our
William
Bertrand
Young.
You may brag about our athletes and
our winning foot ball team,
Concerning our "fraternities" please
spin a long pipe dream,
If you mention big "Ed" Merrill, take
from me a friendly hunch,
He'll appreciate the favor if you hand
out quite a bunch.
But here's one old three time winner
to whom laurel's ne'er been flung
So I'll hand the floral horse-shoe now
to
William
Bertrand
Young.

OVERHEARD AT AN ORMSBY TABLE.
Barnes, attempting to to cut his steak -- "This
animal must have been in
the ark.''
N ash -- "I
believe it was expelled from the ark for misbehavior."
Barncs-"H ow do you make that out?"
N ash-- "Well, I'm sure it's tough enough to warrant the expulsion."
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My

T rue Love .

A\ pair of jet black ey es
Are smil ing up at me,
And eke a pair of rosy lips
Entrancing ,.;ight lo see.

Those rosy lips, those jetty eyes,
True mirrors of the soul,
Were painted by a master hand,
pon my meercha um bowl.

U

The Engaged

Girl.

She sits in class, Oh so demure !
In her hair her white hands linger
'Till you can't help seeing, she is sure
The diamond on her finger.

Stopped my smokin' just today,
Paid all bills there were to pay,
Threw rny cigarettes away,
All for l l er.
River's wrong place after dark,
No more wanderin'
in the Park,
J just can't enjoy a lark,

Without Her.
Haven't got another friend,
1 av en't got a cent to spend,
Can't get anyone to lend,
'Ceptin' Her.
l I ard tn get in t hese new ways,
Been a wanderin' round for days,
A\ 11 t he same she sa ys i l pa ys,
.f use for 1Her.

Cannot gel my lessons right,
.\ II the past seems shining bright;
In the future, just one light,
Made by 1Her.
This reform is going 'round,
.\ll my college friends I found
Bust cl. kind of, a Il unsound,
'Count of l er.
Yet all this is for the best,
She sa ys so, so let i L rest
I'm going to slancl the i.e t,
All for Her.
Only one friend left for me,
Don't know who to go and see,
On ly thing there seems to be:
( all on Her.
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DOWN OLD LOVER.S' LANE .

Music and Light Plot for Production of
"Sweet William."
l<'or use of stage electrician and orchestra leader.
This piece introduces that eminent young star, Miss Mabel Dunham, and
her own company, induding Mr. William Spaulding, late of the Murray 1[ill
'tock Co., New York, as leading man.
Overture for Act 1.-"Under the Bamboo Tree."
On }[r. Spaulding's entrance at C, borders all up, footlights 1/2 up.
When he hangs coat and hat on chandelier and sits at R, play "Any Old
Place I Hang My Hat is l lomc, Sweet l lomc, for Me."
On Miss dunham' s descending stairs L3, and rushing down C, arms outstretched, footlights 1/4 up, borders all clown. Play softly "Well, Ah Just
Can't Help a Lovin' that Man" until 8th kiss.
When they embrace at C, play three bars Florodora Sextette, "Come Take
a LittleWalk With Me," till curtain.
Overture for Ac 2. -- "
Mabel" Waltzes.
As curtain rises, play loudly "One Night in June.'' Footlightio all up .
One border up. As Mr. Spaulding precedesMiss Dunham down stage play
from Sleeping Beauty score "I Met Her First Down by the Stream." While
seating themselves on old log at R, play very tremulo. When lady nestles head
on his shoulder, c·hange suddenly to Prince of Pilsen score, "He Didn't Know
Exactly What to Do." Electrician will pul the dimmer on borders and footlights at cue "My Own Darl ing." At that enc play "Don't We Beat the honeysuckle and the Bee?" During curtain calls on this scene play from Wonderful
Wizard of Oz score "When We Love, Love, Love."
Clear your stage. We carry everything,
including perishable "props."
.\ ll the SweetWilliam Company calls for is a stage and a box office. Staged
with original New York investiture.
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..,... ..,...

ROLLINS RECITES

..,... ..,...

When recita tions Athol makes,
He uses words as long as snakes
'Twould certainly cause Athol's death
To say one word with a single brea th
Tied end to end a few of those
Would make a splendid line for clothes.
Such words, strung out for m iles ancl
miles
Would give lockjaw to crockodiles.
Ancl Webster would be stalled for
weeks
By Athol s orthographic freaks.
J looked the pages o'er with care,
And picked some or the smallest there,
I'd have preferred the larger sort
Had not my life heen all loo short,
And having no great ink supply,
And paper scarce and prices high.
For excircumperam bu lation ,"
"Proan titra nssu bstantiation."
"Demonstratati visti cal,''
"Velocipedestrianistical,"
Are short as pie crust when compared
With some of those that Athol aired.

'Roach.

His Love

for Music.

Professor illustrating differe11ee between quality and quantity of tones by
the use of a tuning fork.
Mr. Lay (waking suddenly) -- "Ach, Gott! Dot vas ein lofely chord."

When he pressed her to his manly heart,
Te color left her face.
But on the lapel of hi s coat
Remained suspicious trace.
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A Senior' s La men t.
U pon m y grad u at i 011,
Oh! Haste the happy day
To my name will he appended
A scholarlyB. A.
A\ Bachelor of Arts
I must refuse it, for
1 clo not wan l to spen d my days
Alonely Bachelor.
Mr. Benjamin W. Marks
Does not belie his name,
A s the easiest kind of an easy mark
He remains un known to fame.
Mr. Lay--Professor, was ist los rnit me at fruhstuck.
oatmeals oder
cereal essen. Dey ,·ill nicht down stayen."
Prof. Nick--"Did you ever try Force?"

any

TOPICAL SONG ILLUSTRATED.

" He Didn 't Know Exactly What to Do."
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Ich kann nicht

For tbe Little

Folks.

The king sat in his own bo11doir,
Mixed up in cut throat poker,
Two other grafters sat in the game :
The Grand Vizier and lhe Joker.
The king held naught but a pair of queens,
The Grand Vizier helcl none,
The Royal Jester sh owed a straight
And cried, "Pay me, I've won."
The king, ashamed to lose to him
Then blushed a rosy blush,
.And he smi l ingly raked in a stack of blues
For he'd won with a royal flush.

*
Doc Andrus, assuming
a statuesque pose with a glass of water from the
Ormsby pump high above his head--"Allow
me to drink your healths in an
Irish high-ball."
His accomplice.--"Whyan I rish high-ball, D oc?"
Doc-cca
use i t's Riley."

TOPICAL SONG ILLUSTRATED.

'· Y o u Co uldn't Hardly Notice It At All. "
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Scribbled During Class.
THE BELLE OF THE 'VARSITY.

I'm a high-toned old girl,
Although not very pretty,
I no longer am young
And not nota bly witty.
Yet I'm really quite fetching

For all hasten pell-mell
To answer my bidding,
I'm the old college bell.

A BIT PHARISAICAL PERHAPS.

l do not like the greasy grind,
A worse thing it is hard to :find.
H e thinks his thoughts are broad and free
But ho is narrow as can be.
H o's physically almost a wreck.
Ilis chest retreat behind his neck.
He peers at me through watery eyes;
His legs have much more length than size.
That he's perfection he'll agree,
He shnclcler. when he think of me.
But I'd endure all tortures grim
Rather than be atall like him.

*
OMAR AT LAWRENCE.

For some the pony trotting day by day,
With some a cribbing process holcls full sway,
While other bnck the Greek wii.h pains and care,
Which is the most successful-who can say?

will

you give me one sweet kiss?"
"Oh,
I begged in whisper bated.
"There's microbe in it, sir," she said,
"But--I'vebeen vaccinated."
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A TOVCH OF THE " COLONEL."

have often thought, forsooth,
That the guy who t.ells the tru th
Is the peach.
Y OLL know the kind 1 mean,
The one whose record's clean
Way out of' reach.

1t must be great to know
When you've leftthis world below,
Full of slri fe,
That you'venever fibbed or lied
And can point. with honest pride
To your life.
I have often wished
tha t I
Had never told a wicked lie
J 11 my days.
But right there ] al wa ys fa i I.
l color facts lo bu i ld a tale
When it pays.
[ ha ve be en told I should not work
Upon the Sabbath day,
The seven th da y was made for rest
Is what the clergy say.
Now for me lo rest on Su nday
Is the easiest of tricks,
The hardest slunt ] have lo do
Is~ to work the other six.

* *
Do you wish
You can
Take ome
Skim the

*

to be a poet?
turn that trick with ease.
thinks and bo il and stir them,
scum and strain the lees.

Keep the best and to the refuse
Add some meter ancl some rhyme,
Send it on lo lhe Lawrentian
They will print it every time.
A ma iden fair was lo ved by Crash;
1] is lo,·c has now a ba ted,
s ince she so often goes to ride
In garments bifurcated.
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Scribbled During Class.
l'cl like to be a gam bler,
Who "gambols on the green."'
I think his life'sidyllic,
The easiest L've seen.
When al my desk I'm bucking,
The gambler onl.1· plays,
He plays while J'm engrossed in books,
And plays on Sat urdays.

I've often thought the Docto r
Was an easy man to bluff,
Ile al ways sm iles so sweet ly
When · I rise and hand out "guff."
Bu t when the term ii,; 01 er,
He comes right back at me
With a grade card which l'm sad to say
Is often marked "N. P. ''
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CALENDAR
SEPTEMBER .

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

17.-College opens.
.Freshman class arc 100 strong.
19.-Y. W. and Y. M. C. A. Receptions.
26.-"Walk
Around in the Gymnasium.
27.--Faculty
Party at J)r. Plantz's
27.-First
foot ball game of our season. Madison, 11; Lawrence,

0.

OCTOBER.

Ocl. 1.-Frcshman class meeting attended by a big fight. Sophomores
perform feats on the fire escapes and the whole school narrowly escaped suspension.
Oct. 21.-Phoenix- La wrean Joint Meet ing.
Oct. 25.-Foot ball game. Marquette, 0: Lawrence 10.
Oct. 3] .--Dr.a nd Mrs. Plani.z entertain tho students.
NOVEMBER.

Nov. 1.-Lawrean "At Home."
Nov. 6.-J3eta Sigma Phi give a stag party in their new home.
N ov. 6.-l\[iss ElizabethWilson talks to the girls in Y. W. C. A. room.
N ov. 7.-Philal-A lhena Joint Meeting.
N ov. 8.-Foot ball game at Beloit. Beloit, 0; Lawrence, 24.
Nov. 14.--Phoenix Lawrean Reception in Chapel.
Nov. 15.--Theta Phi l{eccption in Odd Fellows' Hall.
Nov. 22.-Philal Athena Re eption in Odd Fellows' Hall.
DECEMBER.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

6.-Foot ball banquet at H otel Ritger.
8.-Professor and Mrs. Sylvesterentertain the foot ball team at a
banquet.
9.-Sophomore Exhibi lion.
13.-Athcna, Lawrean and Philal fnitiations.
] .5.-Glee Club sings at Congregational Church. President Halsey,
May Jen kins and Lawrence Wilson
speak.
24.--Winter Vacation begins.
JANUARY.

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

7.-"Winter
Term opens.
13.--Seniors appear in cap and gown.
16.--Freshmen have their first ride. Take supper at Kaukauna.
23.-Sophomores meet at Appleton .Junction and enjoy a ride.
29.--Day of Prayer. Mr. Pease of Wausau
preaches in the morning.
Mr. Rouse talk. in the afternoon..
.Jan. 31.--Mrs. Plantz recei ves for M iss Moxcey.
P entathlion. Sophs
distinguish themselves by their head gear. Freshmen carry
off the Cup.
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FEBRUARY .

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Feb.
Feb.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

2.-Freshman pennant floats from Jome.
3.-Miss Moxcey detains chapel hal f an hour. Sophomore pen nan t
floats from dome. Senior Ex. Eight visitors.
-4-.-Elel'en Freshman and Sophomore boys suspended as a result of
the scrap.
Suspended boys take up collection before chapel.
Dr. Lummis d isturbs German Class by four terrific sneezes.
5.--Beta men gi ve sleigh ride to N eenah. Prof. Farley and Miss
De Greene act as chaperones.
B.-( old wa ve. Miss Dinsdale freezes her nose.
Comrade ( 'arl
Thompson lectures to Money and Banking Class on Socialism.
l 6.--Mr. Roberts addresses the students on Prohibition.
23.-Holiday
! Theta. Phi men entertain informally.
24.--Second
installment of the Seniors' Exs. J uniors in Caps led
by Paul.
27.--Indoor.\ thletic Meet.
College team beats the Freshmen.
28.--DeltaIota Frat is sprung upon the public.
MARCH.

4.--Prelimi nary Ora tori cal Contest .
5.--Glee
Club sings at
.
6.--First ra in storm of the season in honor of the Glee Club lrip
to Menasha.
March 6.--BasketBall Game. Sophomore girls win from Freshmen.
March 7--Track team attends Milwaukee Athletic M eet.Many Ormsby
Hall maidens have leisure t.o study.
March 7.-Helen
Roberts, Lillian Mcneel, Jack Barnes, Jim Nash open
the boating season.
March 8.--9
a. m. Miss Bigelow and Mr. Young enjoy the morning air.
2 p. m. Lucy Bigelow and William Bert Young take a walk.
7 p. m. Miss Bigelow and Bert go for a stroll.
M a rch 9.--Prof. Farley excuses
the Psychology ( Class! !
March I 0.-,J unior Exhibition.
March 13 .-Glee Club sings in Chapel. Great excitement. "Crash Wilson speaks to an enthusiastic audience on the debate question. Also speeches
by May Jenkin:-, Dad Pipher and Dr.
l>i,rn tz.
March 17 .--Mr.
Van Slyke, purporting to represent a Seaman's Friend.
Society in Detroit, en lists our sym pa thies in chapel. ColJeetion aggregates 14 cents in pennies.
March 18.-,J ack Barnes and Helen Roberts get up at 5 a. m . and go
strolling.
March 18.--State Oratorical Contest at Beloit.
March 19.--Messrs.Martin and Melby take naps in American 11istory
c 1a ss, front sea l.
March 31.--GleeClub start on their tour.
March
March
March
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APRIL .

April
April
April
April
April

1-8.--Vacation.
12.--2
a. m. Glee Club returns from trip.
l 6.--Miss Louie Chilson entertains Glee Club .
17.--Ladies'
Glee Club sings in chapel.
20.--Miss McNeel discusses
Chalk for the benefit of the Pedagogy

A\ pril 20-24.--Dr.

Class .
M. M. Parkhurst

of Chicago speak in chapel every
morning to diminishing attendance. .
.\ pril 24.--Glee Club sings at Oshkosh .
April 30.--Founder's Day. Half Holiday !
2 :30 p. m . Speech by Margaret Jane Evans.
6::30 p. 111. Banquet in Gymnasium .

I
) ••
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A Good Reputation ~
A good reputation in business is better than an abundance
of capital.

Appleton is widely know n as having a Dry

Goods store of peculiar excellence.

Quality and style with a

fai r pr ice dominate this great business.
The largest and most wonderful stock of Dress Goods and
Silks, and a most select stock of Cloaks, the choicest in
Neckwear, Hosiery a nd Gloves, of any store in America
of its size.

PETTIBONE'S.
HELLO!
The Place to buy

It is Necessary

LAWRENCE
PINS,

For a man to select his
druggis t just the same

LAWRENCE
SPOONS,

as he would his doctor.
For r eliability the Two
Big Stores of

LAWRENCE
CHINA,
LAWRENCE
HAT PINS,
Etc.,Etc.

Kamps & Sacksteder
DRUG CO.
A R E G OOD T O T IE TO .

K. F.Keller &Sons,
The Reliable Jewelers.

Appleton, Wis.

Try them for Stationery Supplies.

WHY NOT TRY

FADNER
The New Photographer.
Pictures as good as the best, and at prices to suit. I make grouping a
specialty. Special discount given on large orde rs. A visit to my gallery will convince you that my portr aits are all right.

842 College A venue. Appleton.

WHY NOT GET YOUR

Pictures

Framed

Marston &Son,

Where the work will
be done right?

We are

Scranton and
Pocahontas

th e People Who Frame
Pictures Right.

COAL.
WOOD,

LIME AND
CEMENT.

O pposite Post Office.
II

MATT SCHMIDT,
Hatter Furnisher
The H ats of LATEST VOGUE,

DU NLAP ,
HARRINGTON,
STETSON,
BAN T A,
B ADGER,
CAN ALWAYS BE FOUND HERE ,

In each detail of Fur nishing Goods we presen t the newest effects, weaves and
fabrics obtainable, and solicit
examination.

A COMPLETE LTNE O F

MATT SCHMIDT,
this cel brated Hose carried here.

Sig n of Electrtc Hat.

Kodaks and
CameraSupplies,

Smith's Livery,
860 Lawrence S t reet,
Telephone 105,

Residence 81.

K odak Developing Machines.
Picture Netting.
Fresh P rinting Papers
always o n hand.

First Class Rigs furnished
at all hours.

Special atten-

tion given to College Work.

LAWN TENNIS,
BASE BALL and
ATHLETIC GOODS.

Bus, Baggage and Hack

''Spalding" and 11 D & M" lines.

LINE IN CONNECTION.

Schlafer Hardware Co.

Students please call a n d you will be
treated right.

815-817-8 19 College Ave.
III

J. M. Elmore.

We Hand le a . . .
Complete Line of

The......
Barber,
Which have a
World-wide reputation.

Has the only Hair Lotion and
Dandruff Cure in the city.

W. L. RHODES,
Under Commercial Bank,

812 College Avenue.

A.PPLE TON , WIS.

Artistic Portraits at the

ROSS

STUDIO

Opposi te the Post Off fee.
IV

WILLIAM GROTH,

Ed. Damuth,
First Class Livery,

HACK, BUS AND BA66A6E
LINE.

~BICYCLES~
Orders Promptly Attended to.
And all kinds of

SPORTSMEN'S GOODS.
TELEPHONE 41.

Repairing a Specialty.

687 COLLECE AVENUE,

875 COLLEGE AVENUE,

APPLETON,

WISCONSIN.

APPLETON, WISCONSIN.

DON'T FORGET

Eb. Harwood,

The 5 & 10 Cent Store,
-WHEN YOU NEED-

Tablets, Pencils, Pens, Ink
and Envelopes. A full line
of Jewelry and Novelties at

Artist in Photography,

5 and 10 Cents.

LADY ASSISTANT.

Fancy Candies 10 cents per lb.

NOTHING OVER 10 CENTS.

NEXT TO PETTIBONE'S,

ROBERT SCHULTZ, Proprietor,
On the Avenue.

784' College Avenue,

APPLETON,
V

WISCONSIN.

If You Are Looking

H. F. HECKERT,

for new and nobby effects in Summer
Millinery, a visit to our stores will not
disappoint you.

SHOES

OUR IDEAS ARE RIGHT UP - TO - DATE.

all sizes

O ur P rices the Lowest
in Appleton .

and styles.

8 95 and 7 38 College A ven u e,

SPORTING
SHOES

E . BIERMANN .

M. WAGNER,

a specialty.

The cheapest and best Gun and Bicycle
Repair Shop in town.
STUFFING

PRICES ARE
RJGHT.

Deer's Heeds, Birds, and all kinds of Stuffing
Artistically and Prompt ly Done.
Lowest Prices.
All Work Guaranteed for twenty years.

773 College Avenue,

969 College Avenue, Appleton, Wis.

APPLETON.

.

A Business Course
at Half Tuition at Rates
Lawrence University
Write W. W. Williams,
Appleton, Wis.
For
Particulars.

VI

FOR THE BEST LINE
-

THE THREE
ESSENTIALS

OF-

STYLE

STAPLE AND FANCY

WORKMANSHIP
FIT

~Furniture~

James McKenny & Co.

CA LL AT

7 59 College Avenue.
APPLETON , WIS .

Saecker & Rogers.

•

Th e Leading
Merchant

Ta ilors of

Furniture and
Undertaking.

Northern

Wisconsin.

Have your P rescriptions
Filled at

Van Wyk Bros.'

Little's
Pharmacy

Creamery

O ur stock is always fresh
complete and well selected.

••

Little's Celebrated

1J ce C ream Sodas.

Best Ice Cream

TR Y ONE.

IN T H E CITY.
Cor. College A venue and Oneida S t reet
APPLETON, WIS.
VII

(q)VAILll'lrlf

(0)

CLARK
ENGRAVING
COMPANY

ALSO OPERATE ONE OF THE MOST COMPLETE UP-TO-DATE PRINTING
PLANTS IN THE UNITED STATES, DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO SUCH
WORK AS LETTERHEADS, BILLHEADS, EMBOSSING AND IMITATION TYPEWRITTEN LETTERS, ETC. ETC.
SEND FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES

Lawrence University,
Appleton , Wis .
ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT with three cour e
COLLEGE DEPARTMENT, Classical, Modern Cla sical, Scientific
Courses.
MUSICAL DEPARTMENT, Courses in Vocal and Instrumental Music
leading to the degree of B. M.
COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT with shorter and longer courses.

Excellent Facilities.
UNIVERSITY HALL, recitation rooms, chapel, halls for the literary
societies.
STEPHENSON HALL OF SCIENCE, one of the best buildings for teaching science in the country. Sixty-fixe laboratory and lecture rooms.
ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORY, thoroughly equipped with transit
circle, ten inch telescope, etc.
ALEXANDER GYMNASIUM. A fine gymnasium, which is one of the
best in the West.
ORMSBY HALL, with all modern improvements, an attractive home
for young ladies.
LIBRARY. Eighteen thousand well selected volumes.
MUSEUM. A very large collection of geological and natural history
and botanical specimens.
Art and Elocution under competent instructors.
Expenses very moderate.
Loan fund for needy students.
Superior teachers, thorough instruction .
Send for Catalogue.

SAMUEL PLANTZ, President.

IX

Beltz's Boat Livery

aloedes'
andy
itchen.

K

FirstClassBoats.
25c per Half Day.

10c per Hour.

Ice Gream and

Fruits.

-G O TO -

Mitchell's Hats
FOR

730 College Avenue,
APPLETON ,

-

- YOU WI L L FIN D-

Correct Prices and Styles.

WISCONSI N .

839 College Avenue,

AP P LETON.

G. W. JONES LUMBER GO.
WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

Lumber,

WE ARE ALWAYS IN THE MARKET
T o buy as well as sell.
Call or write us if interested .

821 COLLEGE AVENUE,

APPLETON, WIS.
X

AGood Dresser
Always Attracts Attention.
By using a little judgment the moderate-salaried man can dress
attractively and look stylish and neat.
few pointers on Spring Suits.
ed line of $12.50 Suits.
well.

Drop in and let us give you a

Just now we are showing a well assort-

Each and every one guaranteed to f!t and wear

We have them in Natty Blue Serges, Cassimeres and Worsteds,

showing over one hundred different styles.

The Con ti nental.
APPLETON, WIS.

JOHN BOTTENSEK,
Attorney at Law.

A. J. SHANNON & CO.

Rooms 8 and 9, Odd Fellows' Block,
Appleton, Wis.

Fancy
OFFICE HOURS:

•,;.

10 to 12 a. m., 1 :30 to 4 p. m., 7 to 8 p. m.
Sundays 12 m. to 1 p. m.

<S rocertes.
c:,...

First Ward.

M. J. Sandborn, M. D.,

vi'

APPLETON, WIS.
Office, 808 College Avenue,
Fox River Telephone, 565.
Residence. 777 Durkee Street,
Fox River Telepbone, 565-2.
Wisconsin Telephone, 2153.
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K

GO TO

ANDY
ITCHEN,

Shannon's
Boat
Livery

720 College A venue.

Home Made Candies.
Stacey's

Chocolates.

FOOT OF NOR. TH STR.EET.

•

OPULAR
P RICES.

Special Rates to Students.

HUCKINS BROS.

Johnson & Schlosser,
Dealers in

Stimson's
Portraits

WOOD
COAL
- AND-

Do their own

Talking

Would like very much to keep the
patronage of the students of Lawrence
University.

Office with American Express Co,,
761 College Avenue,
XII

EVERETT H. BROOKS, M. D.

Office Hours:
10 to 11 a . m.
l:30to3 :30p.m.
7 to 8 p. m.

Telephone 565,

808 College Avenue,
Appleton, Wis.
Hours- 9 to 12 a. m.; 2 to 5 p.
7 to 8 p. 111.

Telephone Residence, 223.
Office, 218.

DR. ROBERT LEITH.
111.

Office, 782College Avenue.
Residence, 697 Drew Street.

Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat.

MRS. M . R. SP AFFORD ,

L. H. MOORE, .D. D. S.

Art . . . . . .
Needlework,

Dental P arl or s,
Appleton, Wis.

743 College Avenue,

818 College Avenue.

APPLETON, WIS.

THIS BOOK IS AN EXAMPLE
Of the Work done by

The Post Publishing Co ..
APPLETON.
If it pleases you, let them do your work.
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GEORGE DEXTER CHAFEE, D. O.
OSTEOPATHIST.

772 College Avenue, Appleton, Wis.
Hours: Mon., Tues ., 9 to 12 and Wed., 9 to 12 ,
Thurs., Fri., 1 :SO to 4. Sat,
Gradua te American School of Osteopathy
under the Founder of the Science.

Drs. Reeve and Abraham.

Fox River Telephone 264.

Office,
Corner Oneida and Mar ket S treets.

W. H. CHI LSON,

Telephone 47.

H. LEE CHILSON, D . D. S.
Appleton, Wis.
803 College A venue.

WE ARE ALWAYS IN THE LEAD
- IN -

Sty}e,
Quality,
Prices,

Men's and Boys' Clothing,
:Furnishing Goods, Hats, Etc.
Everything a man or hoy wea rs.

JOSEPH SPITZ,
The

Square Clothier.

The old relia b le place fo r students to trade.
XIV

C . N. LINDLEY~
PROPR I ETOR .

WM. McNEEL,
STUDENT AGENT,

College Life
Is not all grind. A proper proportion of bodily exercise
and mental relaxation is necessary to the best results in
a college course.
For your Gynasium Paraphernalia, call on
HOLCOMB

HE WITT.

For your Foot Ball Suits and general Equipments, call on
H OLCOMB

H E WI T T .

For Games, ludian Clubs, Dumb Bells, Exercisors, Boxing- Gloves,
Punching Bags, etc., etc., call on

The Sporting Goods House,
HOLCOMB

HEWITT,

ONEIDA STREET, OPPOSITE PUBLIC LIBRARY.
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